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Yearly History for  

Eugene Lodge No. 11 

 

Worshipful Master Terin J. Mueller for 2020 
 
 
 
 

LODGE OFFICERS 

Worshipful 

Master: Terin John Mueller 

 

Secretary: WB Rich Maris 

Senior Warden: Benjamin Overton 
 

Treasurer: Lance McGraw 

Junior Warden: WB Alex Casper 
 

Tyler: Tyler Perkins 

Senior Deacon: Carson States 
 

Junior Deacon: Jade Woods 

Senior Steward: Sergio Perez 
 

Junior Steward: Anthony Hale 

Chaplain: WB Mike Spurling 
 

Marshal: WB Georg Birns 

Organist: None 
 

Historian: WB Michael D. Robinson 

 

AWARDS 

Hiram Award 

Recipients: Ben Overton (presented March 10, 2021) 

 

LODGE HISTORY 2020 



Membership Changes 2020 

 

Petitions 2020: 

Petition for Dual/Plural Membership – Paul Robert Chavez accepted, Jan. 8, 2020 

Petition for degrees received – Douglas Ray Branham –accepted, March 11, 2020 

Petition for Dual: Christian James Harmon Garrett –accepted. March 11, 2020 

Petition for Reinstatement sent to Russell Holmes, dropped failure to advance 9/14/2016. March 11, 2020 

Approved for Initiation: Glen Goins – Initiation Date To be determined.  Consider Dropping for Failure to 

Appear for Degrees for several months and lack of communication.  Officers and Master supported 

notifying and dropping him. 

 

New Members by Affiliation: 

Dual Affiliation – Jason Richard Caldwell –Feb. 12, 2020 

Dual Affiliation – Robert Paul Chavez – Feb. 12. 2020  

Dual Affiliation – Christian James Harmon Garrett – June 10, 2020 

Dual Affiliation – WB Martin DeForest – June 10, 2020 

 

Degrees: 

Placido Martinez Jr. Initiated an EA on Jan. 15, 2020 

Travis Reevs Passed to FC on Jan. 22, 2020 

Scott Slay Passed to FC on Jan. 22, 2020 

No further degree work was done during the year 

 

Proficiencies: 

MM Michael Larson October 14, 2020  

MM Jason DeLanoy November 11, 2020 

 

Life Memberships:  

WB Thomas Bergevin, and Andre Cvitanich were presented by the Master Feb. 12, 2020, John Minard, not 

present. 

 

Deaths 2020: 

Gary Wayne Uchytil Raised 1963, 50-year Life member died Dec. 12, 2019  

Omer Giele Dawson, 60-Year Life Member, died Sept. 24, 2016 

Joseph Charles Allen, 60-Year Life Member, died Nov. 17, 2016 

Willian Bowser, Life Member, Date not known 

Donald D. Dickson, 50-Year Life Member, Date not known.  

WB Duane Homer Hickson, a Member of McKenzie River Lodge #195 PM 1995, died Feb. 6, 2020 

Donald D. Derickson, died March 22, 2016 

Richard W. Alexander, died Nov. 15, 2016 
WB Douglas R. Wilkinson, PM 1998, died April 28, 2020. 
John Jorgen Jensen, 50-year Life member, died June 6, 2020. 

Richard G. Martin, 50-year member, died July 14, 2020 

WB Ronald (Ron) Cooper, Life Member and PM Emerald No. 222, 1989-90, died November 8, 2020 

Joseph F. Strahm, Jr.  A Life and 60-year Mason. died December 5, 2020.   

WB Ivan J. Smith, PM 1994, 70-year Life Member died December 5, 2020. 
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Officers elect and appointed ready for Installation November 23, 2019 1:30 PM 

WB Donavon Davidge Installing Marshal, Terin Mueller WM, Ben Overton SW, WB Alex Casper JW, Lance 

McGraw Treasurer, WB Rich Maris, Jade Woods JD, WB Mike Spurling Chaplin, WB Georg Birns Marshal, 

Anthony Hale JS, WB Michael D. Robinson Historian. 

 

    
Worshipful Master Terin Mueller – Senior Warden Ben Overton – Junior Warden WB Alex Casper 
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WB Rich Maris Secretary – Christopher Harrington, Preston Jordan, Anthony Hale JS, Tyler Perkins, Steve 

Ritter, Joshua Provost, David Hill. 

 

     
WB Mike Spurling Chaplin –            WB Georg Birns Marshal –          WB Michael D. Robinson Historian 



 
Installed Officers for 2020 

1st Row (L to R): WB George Birns Marshal, Ben Overton SW, Terin Mueller WM, WB Alex Casper JW, Anthony 

Hale JS, Jade Woods JD, WB Michael D. Robinson Historian. 2nd Row: Richard Vaughan, Jason Caldwell, Lance 

McGraw Treasurer, David Hill, WB Steven Karner Installing Master, WB Mike Spurling Chaplin, WB Rich Maris 

Secretary. 

Family 

   
Mercedes, Dominic Harr and Jade Woods – Leila Gutierrez, Terin Mueller. John and Teresa Gutierrez/Roney, Elsa 

Mueller and Kent Haaby. 
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The Master 
Terin John “Rest” Mueller was born November 30, 1985 in Lancaster, Los Angeles, California. His 

parents, both from Southern California, met in Dexter, Oregon. They returned to Los Angeles, where 

Brother Mueller was born. Things did not work out and his mother moved to Eugene, bringing her year-old 

son with her. Terin grew up in Eugene and attended Churchill High 

School. A naturally talented artist, he took some courses at Lane 

Community College, and began working as a Tattoo Artist in 2005. Since 

then, he estimated that he has completed over 10,000 tattoos (as of 2020). 

He became interested in Freemasonry, and put in a petition at Eugene 

Lodge No. 11 in 2014. He was Initiated an Entered Apprentice on 

February 4, 2015 in a double degree with Joshua Russel-Bryant. They both 

returned their proficiency and received the Fellow Craft degree on 

February 25, 2015 along with Brother Ben Overton in a triple FC degree. 

Brothers Mueller and Russell-Bryant returned their FC proficiencies on 

April 22, 2015. Brother Russell-Bryant received his Master Mason degree that night and Brother Mueller 

returned the next week and was Raised to the Sublime degree of Master Mason on April 29, 2015; (no 

picture was taken). He completed his final proficiency on June 10, 2015, and received his apron and Bible, 

and signed the by-laws becoming a full member of Eugene Lodge No. 11. He was appointed Senior 

Steward for 2016 and Senior Deacon for 2017. Next Brother Mueller was 

elected Junior Warden for 2018 and Senior Warden for 2019. He 

affiliated with McKenzie River Lodge No. 195 and was appointed Senior 

Deacon of that Lodge for 2017. Having shown a talent for ritual, he 

stepped up at his 2nd meeting as Senior Warden and on January 16, 2019 

he gave an excellent conferral of the EA degree for Jade Woods. Despite 

feeling a little under the weather, he returned to the Master’s chair on 

March 27, 2019, where he opened and closed the Lodge and conferred the 

EA degree upon Joshua Provost. His 3rd conferral was on April 24, 2019, 

in an EA degree for Christopher Harrington, and his 4th conferral was for 

Sergio Perez on July 31, 2019, where again he opened and closed the 

Lodge. On August 21, 2019, Brother Mueller opened and closed the 

Lodge on the Fellow Craft degree for the first time for a FC degree for 

Ryan Kounovski. On October 10, 2019 Brother Mueller conferred the EA First time sitting as Master 
January 16, 2019 



degree on Stephen Webbinga at McKenzie River Lodge No. 195, and on October 30, 2019 he performed 

his 6th conferral on James Preston Jordan. At a time when most Senior Wardens would just be beginning to 

prepare to take the reins of the Lodge, Brother Mueller had conferred 6 EA degrees, opened/closed the 

Lodge on the EA degree twice and opened/closed on the FC degree once, sitting as Master for 7 different 

meetings in 2 Lodges.  

  
October 10, 2019 WB Steve Karner, Isaiah Aceves FC, Stephen Webbinga EA, Terin Mueller degree 

Master for Webbinga at McKenzie River Lodge No. 195, and October 30, 2019 Terin Mueller degree 

Master for James Preston Jordan EA, WB Georg Birns Master Eugene Lodge #11. 

 

Joining Masonry 

Terin Mueller 

 
Double EA degree February 2, 2015 

(L to R) Alex Casper, WB Michael D. Robinson degree Master for Russell-Bryant, WB Steve Karner degree Master 

for Mueller, Mike Spurling, Terin Mueller EA, Randy Gordon, WB Zack Blalack Lodge Master, Michael 

Richardson, Joshua Russell-Bryant EA, Sam Fryefield Chaplin, Jeramya Stephens, Georg Birns. 
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Triple Fellow Craft degree February 25, 2015 

1st Row: WB Michael D. Robinson degree Master for Overton and Bryant, Ben Overton FC, WB Zack Blalack 

Lodge Master, Joshua Russell-Bryant FC, Terin Mueller FC. 2nd Row: Sam Fryefield, Jeramya Stephens, Mike 

Spurling, Georg Birns. 3rd Row: Alex Casper, WB Rich Maris, WB Steve Karner degree Master for Mueller and G 

Lecture for all 3. 

 

 

The York Rite of Freemasonry 
He received the York Rite as a member of the Eugene Bodies: Eugene Chapter #10 Royal Arch Masons, 

Eugene Council #3 Royal and Select Masons (Cryptic Masonry) and Ivanhoe Commandery #2 Knights 

Templar.  

 
Member of Al Kader Shrine 



 
The Scottish Rite 

Brother Mueller received the Scottish Rite degrees as a member of the Eugene Valley by curtesy from the 

Portland Valley, 4º-14º November 13 and the 18º-32º November 14, 2015 with the 243rd Portland Reunion 

Class at the Scottish Rite Cathedral in Portland. He joined the 18º degree team in the Eugene Valley, as the 

Junior Warden, performing that degree in Medford and Eugene starting in the Spring of 2016.  

 
Eugene Scottish Rite members at the 243rd Portland Reunion November 14, 2015 

Ill. Bro. Walt Johnson 33º Portland PR, Ill. Bro. Warren Gray 33º Orient PR, Ill. Bro. Gary Kuney 33º S.G.I.G. for 

Oregon, Ill. Bro. Dale Vanderpool 33º Eugene PR. 2nd Row: Jeramya Stephens 32º, Georg Birns 32º, Zack Blalack 

32º, Donavon Davidge 32º. 3rd Row: Michael D. Robinson 32º KSA, Joshua Russell-Bryant 32º, Steve Ritter 32º, 

Terin Mueller 32º. 4th Row: Alex Casper 32º, Jake Shaw 32º, Anthony Hale 32º (no hats = new members) 
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Eugene Scottish Rite members at the Portland Reunion November 14, 2015 

Jake Shaw, Georg Birns, Anthony Hale, Terin Mueller, Steve Ritter, Zack Blalack, Joshua Russell-Bryant. Alex 

Casper, Jeramya Stephens, Michael D. Robinson KSA. 

 
Medford Valley Spring Reunion March 25, 2017 Eugene Valley 18º Team 

(L to R) Rich Maris 32º KCCH, Michael D. Robinson 32º KSA, Sterling Dailey 32º, Steve Karner 32º, Alex Casper 

32º, Terin Mueller 32º 



 
2020 The Year That Wasn’t 

The Before Times 
The year 2020 started out as most years, full of hope and plans for the year’s activities. For those paying 

close attention dark clouds were forming on the horizon. A new virus had emerged in China and was 

beginning to spread to other parts of the world. The general attitude in the country was that it was far away 

and was not our problem. Although it later became clear that the President knew how dangerous and deadly 

this disease was its was down played and the people were told that it was not a big deal, it was being 

handled and it would go away. Voices that sounded the alarm were mocked and their concerns called a 

hoax. And so, America, for the most part, went about its business blissfully ignorant of what was about to 

happen. 
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Dinner January 8, 2020 

 
Introduction of the Rainbow Girls et al, who made and served the dinner. 

Julie Nellis, Cosette Rees, Alicia Hill, Ann Nailon, Morgan Rees, __, Amalie Rees, Kaylee Emory, __, __, 

__, Maleah Hill. 

 
Presentation of $10,000 check to the Guardian Group approved December 2019 

WB Alex Casper, Jeff from Guardian, WM Terin Mueller and WB Georg Birns.  

 
Guardian Group is a “Team of Teams,” comprised of former special operations military, law enforcement 

and intelligence community professionals, working to disrupt sex trafficking in the United States. The 

offensive team utilizes the skills and expertise of these elite veterans to act as a force multiplier for law 

enforcement nationwide, while reinvesting in our nation’s veterans. 

Our defensive team is staffed with acclaimed corporate trainers and educators, traveling throughout the 

United States providing the vital training necessary to disrupt sex trafficking here in the United States. The 



team specializes in equipping the hospitality industry, law enforcement community, corporations and 

community members to recognize and respond to sex trafficking situations. 

In thanks for the donation by Eugene Lodge No. 11 the Guardian Group presented the Lodge with a wooden 

flag from the Heritage Flag Company. 
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Stated January 8, 2020 
The Installation of Officers for 2020 occurred on November 23, 2019 and was timed to correspond with 

certain Astrological events. After being installed as Master, WB Mueller then installed the rest of the 

officers himself. Due to an oversite, the Oath of office was not given at that time. And so, to rectify that on 

January 8, 2020, prior to the opening of the first Stated meeting of the year, the Master commenced by 

calling the officers to rise and take the Oath. This was followed by the installation of Carson States as the 

Senior Deacon. The Lodge was then opened on the EA degree after which WB Robinson approached the 

Alter to deliver the opening charge for the first time. 

One of the new Master’s missions for the year was to promote Masonic Education to the Craft and the 

public.  

Masonic Education: WM Terin Mueller – Set up a projector to illustrate his presentation.  His plan was to 

regularly present short Masonic educational topics in Lodge in addition to a longer discussion planned for 

the following Sunday 12:00 – 3:00.  Astronomy and Astrology was the theme for the first meeting.  There 

are both operative and speculative aspects of the related sciences of operative astronomy and speculative 

astrology. As an example, he pointed to the use of astronomy in the design and construction of various 

edifices around the world. He continued in his presentation referencing Astrology in Judaism and the 

Kabbalah as well as texts from the Bible, and Hermetic symbols with their embedded letters and related 

references to stars and planets within astrology.  One astrological symbol of the Tenth House was related to 

the reception of the Charter of Eugene Lodge 11 date in 1856, and the implications of that “house” as well 

as his own Installation date. 

Historian’s Report – WB Michael Robinson reported on the Lodge history for 2019. A book was written 

and printed, but required a little bit of adjustment. It was sent out in multiple PDFs and was later printed in 

a 102-page color book with an additional 58 page black and white book on the February 26, 1927 Master 

Mason degree, which was written during the year. The two books were made available to the Lodge soon 

after. 

WB Rich Nowacki of Portland was scheduled to make a presentation before the Lodge, but was unable to 

attend due to illness.  He was to represent a request from the Portland Scottish Rite Temple Preservation 

Foundation. WB Robinson read the presentation and the attached request for a supportive donation for 

which the Master had budgeted $10,000.00. After explaining the significance of this building to the City of 

Portland, Masonry in Oregon and Scottish Rite in general, it was moved by WB Robinson and seconded 

that said donation be made. WB Maris commented that to seismically reinforce the building it may take 

millions of dollars and the $10,000 is a very small portion. The Motion was then discussed. Seeing the 

discontent voiced by the Brethren, the Motion was withdrawn by Robinson, who then made a new Motion, 

it was seconded, and the members voted to donate $25,000.00 with a challenge to the Oregon Jurisdiction 

to match or exceed that amount. 

Portland Scottish Rite Temple Preservation  
Prepared for: W.B. Terin Mueller, Worshipful Master of Eugene #11 Prepared by: W.B. Richard S. Nowacki, Temple Preservation Fundraising Chairman January 

8, 2020  

Dear Worshipful Brother Mueller,  

Thank you on behalf of the Scottish Rite Freemasons of the Portland Valley and all of the members of the Orient of Oregon and 

elsewhere who love, appreciate and actively use the Scottish Rite Temple of Portland for conferring Degrees and participating in 

activities. Acting as the Temple Preservation Fundraising Director, I have been given the opportunity to tell our Temple’s story 

for the purposes of generating funds for the express purpose of preserving the structure and legacy of the Scottish Rite Temple of 

Portland. This is an honor and an important task that I take very seriously. As a 501c3 non-profit organization the Temple 

Preservation Foundation is able to receive tax deductible funds in support of the mission of preservation, and the purpose of this 

letter is to ask you to please consider making a donation to assist us in our cause. Please only consider giving what your cable 

tow will allow. As those who have had the gift of visiting before will know, the Portland Temple is something that is very 

unique. It carries the spiritual energy and good-will of all of those members who have come before. This includes Governors 



such as Vic Atiyeh, as well as Oregon’s captains of industry and Oregon's pioneers, such as John Ainsworth who helped to create 

the first maps of our local river system. In addition to this fact, the architectural value is unprecedented and the artwork within 

the hand painted drops with original levering equipment, Povey Brother stained glass and Romanic building features, not to 

mention significant collections of books and antiques like King Philip of Spain’s chairs. Because the building was built in 1902 

and came only 6 months after the Albert Pike Temple of the Little Rock Arkansas which is the oldest Temple of record, we 

believe that it was the second Scottish Rite Temple built for Scottish Rite activities in the United States. Online historic 

databases do not show an earlier Scottish Rite Temple then ours and Little Rock Arkansas. As a result of a large fire in 1919 at 

the Albert Pike Temple in Little Rock, that building had to be completely rebuilt. This means that the Scottish Rite Temple of 

Portland is now the oldest operating Scottish Rite Temple that was built specially for Scottish Rite use in the United States and 

perhaps the world. Thank you for your generous donation of funds to begin to attack the deferred maintenance that has accrued 

over recent decades. We know that it is very important that we turn the tide of Masonic organizations who are liquidating their 

assets as a way to resolve maintenance and management issues associated 

with their buildings. We are committed to making that pivotal change and 

preserving our Temple. We have a Temple Preservation Board that is 

committed to our Temple’s long-term preservation. Some of the areas we 

are beginning to check off the list for the short term are things like fire 

door upgrades, new carpet, wood work refinishing and HVAC upgrades. 

In the longer term we plan to start a trust that will fund the seismic 

retrofitting engineering expertise, plus time and materials on a phased 

implementation over a 15-year period. In closing, thank you for your 

donation and support of your Lodge your help is priceless in this 

important mission of preserving our beloved Temple for the membership 

of Oregon and all Masons around the world to enjoy for future 

generations.  

Yours in Light, W.B. Richard S. S. Nowacki, KSA KCCH Temple Preservation Fundraising Committee Chairman  

Not only did this produce an excellent donation to a worthy cause, it generated an interest among the 

Eugene Brethren to join the Scottish Rite and participate in the Portland Reunion in the coming Spring. The 

members of the Eugene Valley put on the 4º on January 20 for 8 new candidates, and ultimately 10 

Brothers were set to attend the Portland Reunion. Events looming on the horizon would soon crush those 

plans, as it would crush the plans of nearly every human on the planet. The interest of the Brethren 

remained intact and hope eventually arose that degree conferrals would again occur in 2021. 

 
Eugene Valley Scottish Rite 4º January 20, 2020 

(L to R): Jade Woods*, Tom Bergevin 32º KCCH, Brian Niles 32º, Isaiah Aceves*, Dick Heyman 32º, Fred Hasse 

32º KCCH, Christian Garrett*, Merrill Harrison 32º, Rob Farquhar 32º, Adam Epstein*, Zack Blalack 32º KCCH, 

Allen Kristof 32º KCCH, Randy Gordan*, Jason Caldwell*, Christopher Wig*, Steve Karner 32º, Michael 

Richardson 32º, David Hill*, Terin Mueller 32º, Carson States 32º, Georg Birns 32º, Alex Casper 32º, Art McGhehey 

32º KCCH, Michael D. Robinson 32º KCCH, Ill. Dick Varner 33º, Ill. Dale Vanderpool 33º PR. (*new candidates) 
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The evening of the year’s first Stated meeting ended with presentations to three of the newest proficient 

Master Masons and last years Past Master. 

 
Presentations of Master Mason’s Aprons and Certificates West of the Altar January 8, 2020 

Chris Wig, Jade Woods, David Hill and WB Terin Mueller 

 
Presentation of Past Master Georg Birns’ Certificate, Card and Pin west of Altar 

Brother Richard Vaughan commented that the planning for the 2nd Annual Car show was moving forward, 

with hopes on being bigger and better than last year. WB Maris moved that with the Car Show we include a 

Scholarship for Auto Mechanics/technicians M/S/P with the same value as other $3,000 



trade/apprenticeship scholarships. We should then notify LCC and the appropriate department for their 

selection in the same manner as the Music Department does with their students.  

The Master expressed his interest in getting rid of excess Christmas decoration, furniture and other 

unnecessary items to be removed and given to interested members or donated. The sale of the Junction City 

Lodge and Property was moving forward and a Hard Offer of $250,000 had been accepted by the Trustees. 

The Lodge also moved that the beautiful antique curio cabinet from the Billy Hall estate, be donated to WB 

Birskovich. Seconded, Passed. 

To end the meeting Brother Adam Epstein read from the code. His choice was the optional Closing Charge, 

which had been rewritten and submitted by WB Robinson and Adopted by the Grand Lodge on June 3, 

2016. He then read the Charge as found in the By-Laws. 

The Lodge had a Meet the Master meeting on Saturday January 11, 2020, so the Master could meet with 

the various Eugene Masonic groups and make preparations for the year. 

  
Fundamentals of Astrology Class January 12, 2020 

The Sunday following the Stated meeting, as promised the Worshipful Master presented a Class on the 

“Fundamentals of Astrology”. He wanted to educate in a family/friend inclusive environment as well as 

provide an opportunity for people interested in Masonry to come down to the Lodge and see what we do. 

 
EA Degree for Placido Martinez Jr. January 15 2020 

1st Row: WB Georg Birns, Tyler Perkins, WB Martin DeForest, Andre Cvitanich, WB Michael Robinson Grand 

Historian, WB Steve Karner degree Master, Placido Martinez Jr. EA, Terin Mueller Lodge Master, Isaiah Aceves, 

Sergio Perez, Jason Caldwell, Anthony Hale, Jade Woods. Back Rows: Travis Reevs EA, Scott Slay EA, Josh 

Provost, WB Tom Bergevin, Mike Larson, Adam Epstein, Carson States, WB Rich Maris, Ben Overton, Chris Wig, 

Ed Duquette, Zack Duquette, WB Alex Casper, Steve Ritter. 
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Double FC Degree for Travis Reevs and Scott Slay January 22, 2020 

1st Row: WB Martin DeForest, WB Steve Karner G Lecture, Joshua Provost FC, Scott Slay FC, WB Terin Mueller 

Lodge Master, Travis Reevs FC, Ben Overton, David Wagner, Anthony Hale. Back Rows: Jade Woods, Christian 

Garrett, Merrill Harrison, WB Michael D. Robinson Grand Historian, Chris Wig, Carson States, Joshua Russell-

Bryant, WB Alex Casper, WB Tom Bergevin, Paul Chevez, Andre Cvitanich. 

 

The final event of the month was a trip north to join with the Brothers of Corvallis Lodge No. 14 for their 

Annual Robert Burns night on January 25, 2020. 

 



 

   
The Cutting of the Haggis 

WB Patrick Cuomo prepares to cut the Haggis 

   
The Master Terin “Rest” Mueller and his daughter Elsa January 25, 2020 
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February 2020 

 
Casino Night Saturday February 8, 2020 

 The Lodge was decorated and the members brought their friends and partners for the 2nd Annual Casino 

Night held in the Lodge. 

  
A catered meal was available along with adult beverages; served in the dining room only. 



 

Each person was given starting “cash” to exchange for chips and a certain number of chips would get you a 

ticket. At the end of the night a drawing was made from the tickets and the winning numbers was awarded 

prizes. 
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Stated Meeting February 12, 2020 

The Lodge was opened on the Master Mason degree to hear the Proficiency of Sergio Perez. He met his 

coach WB Alex Casper west of the alter where it was confidently and well done. He was then presented 

with his Apron, Bible, Manual, Membership Certificate, Trowel and pin by the Master.  

The installation of Sergio Perez, II as Senior Steward by the Worshipful Master was then completed upon 

his taking the Obligation of Office. 

The Lodge was called from Labor to Refreshment for admission of Entered Apprentice and Fellowcraft 

Masons.  JW Alex Casper had to leave due to lingering effects from his recent back surgery. 

The Lodge was then reopened in Short form on the Entered Apprentice Degree for the dispatch of business 

and WB Robinson gave the Opening Charge. 

There were 36 members present including 11 visitors, among whom was a delegation of 6 members from 

Corvallis Lodge #14. 

 

Masonic Education: WM Terin Mueller – Spoke on the Tree of Life and Kabballah with projected 

illustrations as an esoteric teaching since the 12th century. The Tree of Life takeing from Albert Pike in 

Scottish Rite Masonry and the relationship to Blue Lodge Masonry.  He has had to carefully edit his 

comments as Entered Apprentices and Fellow Crafts were present.  Allusion to building that house not 

made by hands eternal in the Heavens.  WB Steve Karner asked why both lodges in Eugene do not have a 

Blazing Star visible in the lodge room; and complimented the Master upon his study of the Kabballah. 

 

Historian’s Report – WB Michael Robinson, the Historian made 30 copies of the Lodge History for 2019 

and had them for sale to offset his costs in printing said books.  The report topic of tonight, Joseph G. Gray, 

was requested by Brother Richard Vaughan. (Included at the end of this book.) 

The Chaplin, Brother Epstein read the Resolution on Statement on Freemasonry and Religion from The 

Code, adopted June 5,1998. 

 

Show and Shine Car Show 2020 

Plans for the 2020 Car Show continued to advance 

and WB Rich Maris proposed that Brother Richard 

Vaughan, the Committee Chairman, contact the 

department head at LCC to work out the process for 

the Automotive Technician Scholarship Concept. 

Arch in the East 

 The Worshipful Master desired that the Lodge should 

build a Holy Royal Arch in the East. To that end WB 

Tony Becket of Portland presented his concept of the 

new Lodge room element proposed by WM Mueller. 

After a long dissertation on his qualifications, WB 

Becket offered a design that would cost about 

$26,000. Elements of the design and the cost made the 

Lodge uneasy and the Master Tabled the idea in order 

to look at some other options. 

 

 

 

 



An official visit from Corvallis at the February Stated 

Having been unable to put the Bar that was purchased last year to good 

use, the Brethren voted to 

give it to the Brothers from 

Corvallis. WB Greg O’Neal 

PM of Corvallis No. 14 

thanked the Lodge and then 

requested donations for new 

benches at Malheur Cave in 

southern Oregon. The old 

wooden benches were 

beginning to rot away. 

Recently a new gate was 

built to protect the cave from vandals, and it was time to replace the old 

bleachers. The Lodge voted to buy a row (14 seats at $200 each) for 

$2,800. WB O’Neal then presented the senior officers withCorvallis Coke 

bottles.  

 

Junction City Building Sale 

Status:  Sale contingent on 

property sale which fell 

through. Other offers on the 

table.  

As the Lodge has many 

copies of certain books the 

Historian brought out a 1927 2-vol. set of Mackey’s 

Encyclopedias to be raffled off. Brother Jade Woods had the 

winning ticket and $86 was raised for the Almoners Fund. 

The Lodge was then closed after a 3-hour meeting.  

 

Additional Classes in February 

The Worshipful Master held a class on Sunday February 16, 2020 at the Lodge, and another class was held 

the following Sunday February 23, 2020 by a Brother from California, known as “Yirah”. 

 

On August 29, 2020 MWB McGuyer and several of his 
officers dedicated the new gate at the Malhuer Cave. A 
stalwart group of Masons then worked to remove and replace 

the old bleachers. 
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Eugene delegation made an Official Visit to  

Corvallis Lodge No. 14 Stated Meeting February 19, 2020 
1st Row: Isaiah Aceves McKenzie River Lodge #195, WB Terin Mueller Master Eugene Lodge #11, WB Robert 

“Rusty” Root Master of Corvallis #14, Tyler Perkins, Joshua Provost FC. Back Row: Sergio Perez, Michael 

Richardson, Lance McGraw, Richard Vaughan, Jason Caldwell #195, Andre Cvitanich, Stephen Chin EA, Scott Slay 

EA, WB Ryan Buys Sec. Corvallis #14, Christian Garrett Cottage Grove #51. 

 

 



 
McKenzie River Lodge #195, Eugene,Oregon 

 
McKenzie River Lodge #195 February 21, 2020, Double EA degree 

(L to R) Brandon Curren, Jason Caldwell, WB Terin Mueller degree Master for Loun, Zebadiah Loun EA, WB Jake 

Westra, Chance Curren, WB Dick Varner, WB Steve Karner Lodge Master and degree Master for Curren, Isaiah 

Aceves, Adam Epstein. 
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Stated Meeting March 11, 2020 

The lodge was opened on the Master Mason Degree in Due and Ancient Form at 7:35 p.m. 

 

Brother Tyler Perkins was invited into the lodge room and escorted west of the Altar for the return of his 

Master Mason Proficiency Lecture with his coach, WB Bernie Christensen, which was accepted by the 

Master.  He was then presented his Apron, Manual, Bible, Membership Certificate, Trowel and Pin. 

 

He was conducted by the Marshal to the East and the Master installed him to the office of Tyler whereupon 

he resumed his place outside the lodge room door. 

The Lodge was called from Labor to Refreshment for admission of Entered Apprentice and Fellowcraft 

Masons.  The Lodge was then opened in Short Form on the Entered Apprentice Degree for the dispatch of 

business. There were 32 Brothers present. 

 

Masonic Education: WB Rich Maris presented a 3-minute short talk on Boaz, form of Hebrew word oz or 

strength. Another word koach has the same meaning and in Nehemiah 4:10, reads: “. . . The strength of the 

koach of the bearers is decayed. . . “as related to Entered Apprentice Masons who are referred to as “bears 

of burdens”. 

Car Show Committee:  Richard Vaughan, planning is under way and preparation stated. 

Junction City Building Sale Status: Two offers one countered, one pending $250,000. 

 

Stated Meeting Tonight - Eugene Lodge 11 
Dinner at 6:00 PM 

Lodge at 7:30 PM 

Despite the fears of the Corona Virus lodge will still continue this evening.  

There are not currently any active or presumptive cases of Corona Virus in Lane county. 

There are several hundred people being monitored by the health authorities that may have 

been exposed. 

The Government is telling folks: 

Those older than 60 and with a serious medical condition — including lung or heart 

problems, kidney disease, diabetes or a weakened immune system — are particularly 

vulnerable to the new virus. 

Health authorities are urging the people to wash their hands frequently for at least 20 

seconds with soap, stay home if they feel ill and avoid touching their face with 

unwashed hands. 

If you are SICK, ILL, HAVE A RUNNY NOSE, COUGH, ESPECIALLY A FEVER 

- TAKE CARE OF YOUR SELF! PROTECT YOUR BROTHERS! AND STAY 

HOME! 

We will thank you later! 

Fraternally, Zack Blalack 



History Report: 

WB John Bailey, 7-time Past Master of Junction City Lodge #126, showed 

and explained an old photograph of Brother and President Theodore 

Roosevelt, in the only known photograph of him in Masonic regalia from 

July 12, 1912.  He reported 

that Junction City Lodge 

had this upstairs where it 

had been found, he then 

presented it to the lodge.  

Theodore Roosevelt 26th 

President of the United 

States, was a member of 

Matinecock Lodge No. 806 

F.&A.M. Oster Bay N.Y. 

He was Initiated January 2, 

1901, Passed March 27 and 

Raised April 24, 1901. The 

picture was staged at 

Oriental Lodge #73 with 

regalia from Spokane Lodge 

#34 Spokane, Washington 

in 1912. Roosevelt was not 

a Lodge Master. 

 

 

Arch in the East – Plan and project direction changed from former proposer to 

be done in house.  The Master showed photos of other lodges’ arches and explained them.  He further 

explained the words on the arch Holiness to the Lord. He also showed a blazing star and G of metal within 

the arch.  Brother Andre further explained the construction.  The Master is asking for $10,000 to cover the 

columns $1,200, and arch/keystone by Andre Cvitanich not to exceed $5,000, plus the illuminated radiant 

gold star with G above the Master’s chair with cost to be determined.  WB Davidge moved for $12,000 
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not to be exceeded, Seconded, Passed.  It is within the existing approved budget.  The signed order form 

will be sent after. 

Also mentioned was remounting of the large trestle board to be hung above the SW in the West.  

Eugene Masonic Cemetery Association request for new Lodge Liaison Board Member. 

Good of the Order: 

• Bro. Richardson moved $2,000 to Women’s Space Program, Seconded, in discussion 

Brother Larson moved for $5,000 to amend the motion, Seconded, which was agreed 

in discussion and includes both women and children in transitional housing, specific 

to Lane County, PASSED. 

• Bro Andre Cvitanich thanked the lodge for support of his son with DeMolay and 

competitions. 

• Christian Garrett’s wife wants cards or toys for children with whom she cares. 

Almoner Fund may be used. 

• WB Birns works on a committee for Dragon Boat Races supporting cancer 

survivors; presentation at next Stated Dinner. 

• Bro Larson is interested in money management and wants brethren interested to 

contact him.  

• Bro Christopher Wig spoke to the upcoming AASR Reunion in Portland, April 18th, 

and a meeting of Estoterika Lodge. He invites brethren to car pool up with him.  

Petitions need to be submitted to WB Robinson before Monday. 

• WB Robinson is a contact for anyone interested in working on the Torch Light 

program. 

• Sunday, Krikwall Scroll presentation by WB Maris, open to the public, Noon – 3:00 

p.m. 

• Spread the word to have elderly protected from exposure to viruses and not 

spreading them.  Refrain from shaking hands if possible, keep them out of your face, 

hand or elbow bumps are respected. 

Trouble is coming. 

It was reported that the Virus seems to be driving the market with large group events cancellations. Market 

down 22% we are down about 8% with bonds balancing and our cash in bank available, so we are well 

positioned for several years.  Market could go down 10-15% more. Lodge closed at 10:15 PM. 

The Virus Hits 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic, also known as the coronavirus pandemic, is an ongoing pandemic of 

coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-

CoV-2). It was first identified in December 2019 in Wuhan, China. The World Health Organization 



declared the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of International Concern in January 2020 and a pandemic 

in March 2020. As of March 25, 2021, more than 125 million cases have been confirmed, with more than 

2.7 million deaths attributed to COVID-19, making it one of the deadliest pandemics in history. (With 4% 

of the World Population the U.S. has nearly 25% of the deaths; 545,000 by March 25, 2021) 

Symptoms of COVID-19 are highly variable, ranging from none to life-threatening illness. The virus 

spreads mainly through the air when people are near each other. It leaves an infected person as they 

breathe, cough, sneeze, or speak and enters another person via their mouth, nose, or eyes. It may also 

spread via contaminated surfaces. People remain infectious for up to two weeks, and can spread the virus 

even if they do not show symptoms. 

Recommended preventive measures include social distancing, wearing face masks in public, ventilation 

and air-filtering, hand washing, covering one's mouth when sneezing or coughing, disinfecting surfaces, 

and monitoring and self-isolation for people exposed or symptomatic. Several vaccines are being developed 

and distributed. Current treatments focus on addressing symptoms while work is underway to develop 

therapeutic drugs that inhibit the virus. Authorities worldwide have responded by implementing travel 

restrictions, lockdowns, workplace hazard controls, and facility closures. Many places have also worked to 

increase testing capacity and trace contacts of the infected. 

The responses to the pandemic have resulted in significant global social and economic disruption, including 

the largest global recession since the Great Depression. It has led to the postponement or cancellation of 

events, widespread supply shortages exacerbated by panic buying, agricultural disruption and food 

shortages, and decreased emissions of pollutants and greenhouse gases. Many educational institutions and 

public areas have been partially or fully closed. Misinformation has circulated through social media and 

mass media. The pandemic has raised issues of racial and geographic discrimination, health equity, and the 

balance between public health imperatives and individual rights. 

The first confirmed death was in Wuhan on 9 January 2020. The first reported death outside of China 

occurred on 1 February in the Philippines, and the first reported death outside Asia was in the United States 

on 6 February.1 

The first caste in Oregon was found on February 19, 2020.2 The first death reported was in Multnomah 

County on March 14, 2020.3 It was later found that the first death in Lane County was that same day.4 

 

State of Emergency 

SALEM — March 8, 2020 - Governor Kate Brown declared a state of emergency in Oregon to address the 

spread of the novel coronavirus after the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) identified seven new cases of 

COVID-19 in Oregon, bringing the total to 14. The Governor authorized the state of emergency by verbal 

proclamation March 7 at 8:14 pm, and confirmed the executive order in writing the next morning. 

“This news is concerning for all Oregonians, but my resolve and that of my administration to address this 

public health crisis is unchanged,” said Governor Brown. “This emergency declaration gives the Oregon 

Health Authority and the Office of Emergency Management all the resources at the state’s disposal to stem 

the spread of this disease. We will do everything it takes, within our power and in coordination with federal 

and local officials, to keep Oregonians safe.” 

State and local public health officials advise that the virus is circulating in the community and expect the 

number of cases to increase. The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reports 

that COVID-19 is most contagious when the individual is most symptomatic, but may also spread before 

symptoms appear. CDC recommends measures to limit spread of the disease in the community, including 

limitations on events and gatherings.  

On March 11, 2020, the World Health Organization announced that COVID-19 is a global pandemic.  

March 13, 2020, the President of the United States declared the COVID-19 outbreak a national emergency.  

 

 
1 Wikipedia 
2 Oregon Health Authority 
3 KDRV.com ABC News 12 
4 KVAL.com CBS News 13 
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The Day the World Changed 
By WB Michael D. Robinson 32º K.C.C.H. Grand Historian 

My year began with another attack of Diverticulitis at the 

end of January. After a year and a half with 4 major and 5 

minor attacks, the time had come to face the necessity of 

surgery. Attempts were made to have the operation as 

soon as possible, in hopes of recovering in time to fulfill 

my duty as Grand Historian and participate in the 

Warden’s College in March, and to perform degrees at the 

Scottish Rite Reunion in April. The surgeon, however, 

delayed the procedure until I had more fully healed from 

the latest attack. My participation in the College was 

cancelled and the Reunion was doubtful. Surgery was set 

for March 12, 2020, and I set about preparing as best I 

could. Concerns about the Covid-19 Corona virus were 

beginning to heighten after it hit Oregon in February, and I had already begun to stock up my pantry and 

supplies. Added to this was concern about how difficult the recovery from surgery might be and not 

knowing how much I would be able to do during that time. So, I increased my provisions and supplies, 

moved furniture and prepared as best I could for the suspected down time. Having recently run low on 

toilet paper, I stocked up. The fortuitousness of that timing would soon become apparent. With surgery 

scheduled for the early morning of March 12, it was necessary to skip the March 11, 2020 Stated meeting 

of Eugene Lodge #11. Arriving at River Bend, early in the morning of the 12th the hospital was already 

beginning to limit access and the hospital staff were starting to shows signs of concern as the storm was 

approaching.  I was soon prepared for the procedure, a Laparoscopic Colectomy to remove about a foot of 

my colon, and was rolled into the operating room. The procedure had some complications as the damaged 

colon had adhered itself to other organs and it took the surgeon several hours to perform the operation. It 

was late in the day when I awoke. Much to my surprise within a few hours of regaining consciousness they 

had me eating and before the evening was up, they got me up and I took a few steps across the room. 

Certain missteps concerning the removal of the catheter and the epidural made the next day difficult. 

Visitors were limited. My only visitor was my friend Steve Brown, who worked in medical transport. He 

had been at the hospital doing a delivery and stopped in. Two weeks later he was back in the hospital with a 

severe case of Corona Virus. His visit was a very close call, having likely been exposed within a few days 

of his visit. Meanwhile, the World was shutting down, people were hording toilet paper, hand sanitizer and 

cleaning supplies. The hospital cancelled all elective surgeries and access to the hospital was limited 

further. Had my surgery been scheduled one or two days later I would have been left vulnerable to the 

colon disease for many months to come because of the cancellations, another close call. On the morning of 

March 14, 2020, I heard several Code Blues called, one of which was very likely the 60-year-old woman 

who was the first Corona Virus death in Lane County. The first recorded for the State happened the same 

day in Multnomah County. 

I was released into the after-scape on Sunday morning March 15, 2020, and said goodbye to the nurses and 

staff, who had taken such good care of me. Seeing and hearing their concerns as things built up, I have 

often wondered how they fared during this ordeal. Oregon was not hit as tragically as many other States, 

but still nearly all of the thousands of cases of the disease, that required hospitalization in Lane County by 

March 2021, were primarily run through 5 area hospitals, particularly the 2 in Springfield. Big city 

hospitals pushed over capacity, faced numerous daily deaths day after day in an unending stream of 

tragedy, much of which could have been avoided with competent and coordinated leadership. Critical 

Dawn March 13, 2020 and the beginning of a new era, from my 
bed at River Bend Hospital in Springfield, Oregon. 



preparation and equipment were lacking and the Pandemic department designed to run such an operation 

was defunded and disbanded a few years previous. Meanwhile people resisted common sense mask 

wearing and distancing, demanding their rights to operate as they pleased in spite of health laws they’ve 

lived with their whole lives (no shirts no shoes no service), the death toll would rise at its peak reaching 

4,000 a day across this country. 

I entered a different world from the one I had left, a world forever changed. Store shelves were empty of 

TP and cleaning supplies, restaurants, Bars, and stores not deemed essential were closed. All large 

gatherings and sporting events were cancelled. People were told to stay home except to get food and 

necessary supplies. We sanitized our groceries and mail, until it was determined that was unnecessary. The 

streets were mostly empty, the skies began to clear of pollutants and wild life wondered into the once busy 

cities. A catastrophic miscalculation or criminal negligence had squandered several months that could have 

been used to prepare. Masks were not immediately required for fear that a rush on the supplies would 

cripple hospitals and medical workers who were already desperate for Personal Protective Equipment and 

reusing masks. The danger was down played and steps to ramp up production of desperately needed 

materials were blocked or stalled. Common sense precautions were turned into a political culture war. 

When supply lines improved and it was made clear the wearing a mask would save lives and slow the 

spread of the disease, some revolted and complained it violated their rights. Nonsense was spread that if a 

mask didn’t protect 100% it was useless. Apparently, many were too obtuse to understand that if you have 

something over your face to keep you from coughing and sneezing on people and surrounding surfaces, you 

would limit infection. It appeared that some were using this opportunity to cull the herd and indeed there 

were those who advocated doing nothing and letting the disease spread to reach herd immunity. Simple 

math showed that would likely lead to millions of deaths in this county alone. The disease primarily effects 

the old, sick, weak, poor and people of color. The approach taken by many in power seemed calculated not 

incidental. The fact remains that many of the nearly 600,000 American deaths could have been avoided. 

My recovery from surgery was much easier than expected, and it was necessary for me to hold back to not 

overdue. A week out of the hospital I mowed the lawn (with a riding mower). To keep from overdoing I 

focused my attention into writing a book on the development of the Masonic ritual and cipher in Oregon. 

With all Lodges shut down for the first time in Oregon Masonic History, I thought maybe I could 

contribute something to educate and entertain the Brethren during the lockdown and diverted my attention 

to writing articles. As Grand Historian and Lodge Historian for Esoterika Lodge #227, Research Lodge of 

Oregon #198 and Eugene Lodge #11, I felt a duty to provide what I could to produce “Tales of Light in a 

Time of Darkness”. I started with a story on Lemuel Lyons, who had been instrumental in forming the 

Oregon Ritual. Putting together an email list with the three Lodges I was Historian for, and adding the 

Grand Lodge officers and District Deputies, I sent out the first story of March 20, 2020. I continued to add 

names to my email list and a representative from as many Lodges as I could. My hope was from there they 

would share them with their members. I was more interested in writing the stories then building an email 

list, but still in the end there were a couple hundred Brothers on the list. How far it spread from there, and 

who actually read them, I cannot say. The stories were also posted on the Scottish Rite web blog 

oregonscottishrite.wordpress.com where they can still be found. Over the next 70 days I sent out 32 

articles, sending the last one on June 4, 2020 as the Grand Lodge met in a restricted Communication and a 

new Grand Historian was chosen. One additional story was sent out afterwards, which was broken down 

into 7 parts. Following that I wrote a book on the Masonic Temple at Third and Alder St. in Portland, built 

in 1870. I then built a building in my back yard. It was a difficult year in so many ways, but a productive 

one for me. 

Michael D. Robinson March 5, 2021 
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Masonry Suspended 

As noted, for the first time in the history of the Grand Lodge of Oregon, Masonry was shut down. 

Worshipful Master Mueller sent a notice out on Facebook on March 19, 2020, as follows: 

Brethren, my apologies for not having made any posts in regard to the current events we are all 

experiencing... first and foremost it is now possibly more than ever crucial that we all maintain and enact 

our Masonic principals! Treat our fellow Brethren and community members as we would have them treat 

us, obey the laws under who’s protection we live, be Temperate, Prudent, Fortuitous, and Just! It is now 

more important than ever to exercise FAITH, HOPE, and CHARITY! If any Brothers are in distress please 

reach out! We are a strong and supportive lodge none of us should go without necessities! Masonic 

activities may be prohibited until further notice, but I am still your Worshipful Master for the year of 2020 

and am present for any Brothers who need anything! Everyone, stay safe, let us all learn to transmute 

tribulation into gratitude for all the beauty which goes unnoticed in mundane life  

For those who are open or interested... I don’t know how many remember my statements late last year, or 

early this year about the tumultuous expectations for this year based on the astrology for 2020. I do not 

wish to push my beliefs or practices on anyone; however, I will share a brief forecast of the coming weeks 

as suggested by the planetary weather. March 2020 is one of the most notable months of the year (as we 

have seen) tension is likely to increase towards the end of the month, on the 22nd there should be a break in 

intensity until March 30th when there will be another flare up for about a week and then some calming 

down for a while after that. This is my solace Brethren; I only wish to share it with you. In a world full of 

mixed information, I prefer to look as the ancient builders, and sages did to the heavens who are without 

agenda and revolve purely by divine nature. If anyone has any questions or would like elaborations please 

feel free to contact me. 

 

Caddis Lane Property 

On March 23, 2020, WB Georg Birns 

reported on the state of affairs on the 

McKenzie River property: 

“Spent a few days up on our property. 

Kids and I cleared, mowed, moved 

dirt, bagged up a bum camp, and set 

up a dog enclosure. Kept very busy. 

Fished (fly is best), hiked the trails 

and camped in our RV. Met the 

neighbors (one will be joining us for a 

dinner). Worked with a few of them 

filling the immense pot holes on 

Caddis. Community center offered 

free gravel. Posted no trespassing signs. Great way to get away from everything for few days. Oh. Best 

part. Verizon signal strong enough to get decent reception up there. I left our picnic table and fire ring. We 

are due for a huge brush pile bon fire. We need more trucks to haul off trash to the dump. It’s now bagged 

and accessible.” 

 

Online Zoom Meetings 

With in person meetings prohibited, the world turned to online platforms, Zoom, Goto Meeting and other 

formats would become the new norm. On March 24, 2020 the Junior Warden WB Alex Casper wrote: 

“So just putting out some feelers. Would any brothers be down to have a video conference meeting for our 

officers meeting? I know a couple of the other bodies have been doing video meetings and they have been 

going well. Would anyone be interested?” 

Although it should have been obvious that we were in this for the long haul, wishful think prevailed for a 

long time. Surely, we would be back to business in a few weeks, well maybe a few months. So many plans 

were made with no chance they would come to fruition. A year later we were doing the same thing, but 
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more tentatively and with a real possibility, once the vaccines began to circulate. The first edict was for 2 

weeks, the 2nd for a month. Eventually they would be “until further notice” 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Master’s message for March 29, 2020 

Brethren! Let’s get some wellness checks ins, and maybe share what everyone’s been doing to stay 
sane during this quarantine. If any Brothers are not on FB if anyone knows them and can contact 
them, and report on here that would be much appreciated!  
Today is 2 weeks for Elsa and I, I had about 2 days last week where I felt pretty scared and crazy but I 
am trying to limit my intake of media and info about everything and just staying safe inside, doing art 
and exercising. Elsa is doing very well with all this, she is playing her usual iPad games, doing art as 
well and enjoying movies. For most people isolation is traumatic to their mental state so I urge you 
all to pay close attention to that, and if anyone is struggling please reach out! If nothing else human 
contact even if through phone calls, text, face time, or social media helps tremendously! 
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The first Zoom officers meeting took place on April 1, 2020 

 
“You can’t tell by the look on our faces but Eugene 11s first virtual officers meeting was a success!!  

We are thinking about doing a video chat every Wednesday at 7pm if any brothers are interested and need 

the info, we will get it to you! You can join in on a computer or smart phone.” 

 

Throughout April and May Brothers reached out to help where they could, under the guidelines put out by 

the State and the Grand Lodge. The Motion passed at the final meeting before lockdown, that we should 

“Raise a Royal Arch” was put into action by Brother Andre Cvitanich and the Worshipful Master. The 

Lodge continued to meet on line for officers’ meetings and on a weekly basis for a while.  

 

The Columns and Arch by Andre Cvitanich 

 “The day after the February stated meeting WM Terin 

Mueller had a meeting with Steven Ritter, WB Rich Maris, 

and myself to go over the previous evenings presentation 

of constructing the columns and arch in the East. It was 

decided that we would research costs for doing the work 

in-house.  

 

A few days later WB Maris presented multiple quotes for 

roughly fabricating Ionic column along with the proper 

base and caps. We discussed multiple scenarios and WB 

Maris drew up a sketch of the desired final product.  

 

At the March stated meeting, I presented the work 

proposed at the previous meeting for a third of the cost 

from the initial presentation with the bulk of the work 

being performed by myself. The lodge approved the work 

and a few days later covid closed down most of the 

country. WB Maris ordered the column parts right before 

the shut down and 4 weeks later they arrived without any 

covid delays.  WM Terin Mueller and Brother Andre Cvitanicn 
working on the Lodge 



  
I promptly sanded, shaped, adhered, and installed the columns to the East wall. Once the columns were in 

place, I was able to calculate how best to build the arch. The columns stand 8’-0” tall and 8’-0” apart. The 

arch was constructed as a solid unit with a removable keystone at the very top.  

 

WM Terin Mueller wanted to take part in the actual development of 

his proposed project, and so we met at the lodge and painted the 

columns and arch the first day. WM Mueller is an artist, so when I 

explained how to do the glazing on the paint, he picked it up very 

quick and did an absolutely amazing job at bringing the project to 

life.  

At this point, we again 

asked for the Brethren’s 

help in deciding what to put 

on the face of the arch and 

keystone as they were a tad 

plain. It was approved to 

read as “Holiness to the 

Lord”, which is typical of 

such architecture within a 

lodge room.   

The following day I carved out the letters and handed them over to 

WM Mueller. Since we were way below our proposed budget, he 

decided to gild them with 23k gold before we mounted them on to the arch. Also, he gilded the letters 

carved upon keystone. On the final day of construction WB Rich Maris joined me at the lodge and we 

mounted the pulley system he designed for the removable keystone.  
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The final touch came in the form of the Blazing Star. I had a smith plasma cut the four different layers of 

metal and weld them layered as the picture drawing indicated. Then when the metal went for its gold 

powder coating, I worked with Tresco lighting to design the perfect light to illuminate the star in all 

possible directions. Next, I cut a circular piece of blue plexiglass and mounted it behind the G. Once 

complete I mounted the Blazing Star on the East wall within the center of the columns and arch.  

Respectfully submitted by Brother Andre Cvitanich  

  

 



 

“Let us Raise a Royal Arch” 

Eugene #11 is among the largest and most active Lodges in Oregon. Our members pride themselves in our 

Masonic events, fraternal energy; community outreach and support, as well as our solemnity and execution 

of proper and moving initiation work. It has long been the opinion of many of the Brethren that our lodge 

lacks the esthetic so cherished and 

important to a Masonic Lodge. We have 

operated under visual mediocrity in a 

Lodge room that was meant to be 

temporary and did not meet its symbolic 

goals. The Lodge is a representation of the 

that spiritual building which we should all 

as Masons be erecting within ourselves, 

and should contain the symbols alluded to 

in the Ritual. These representations are of 

great importance to the Brethren, but more 

especially to the new candidates 

experiencing the Masonic Lodge for the 

first time. This should create lasting 

impressions as they journey through the 

Degrees of Masonry. As Master for 2020, 

this notion was at the forefront of my 

mind, and the endeavor was to add to the 

Beauty and Symbolism of the Lodge. 

There could hardly be a more appropriate 

addition than the powerful image of the 

Masonic Royal Arch as the candidates first 

focal point in the East of the Lodge. This 

symbol holds much significance both 

esthetically as well as to the mind of the 

contemplative Brother. Although it is viewed commonly as a fixture of the Royal Arch degrees of the York 

Rite, its presence in the Blue Lodge acts as an allusion and attraction to the higher degrees. The inscription 

“HOLINESS TO THE LORD” is a condensed phrase which typifies the work of every Mason, that of 

perfecting our ashlars to be fit components of that House not made with hands Eternal in the Heavens!  

During our last meeting in March, two days prior to the suspension of all Masonic gatherings due to 

COVID-19, our last order of business was the unanimous approval for building the Arch. The necessary 

components were ordered that evening, and Bro. Andre Cvitanich was tasked with the design and execution 

of the project. He set to work laying out the plans, with the assistance of our Secretary WB Rich Maris in 

order that the Arch would also include the necessary functionality for the Royal Arch degrees. Built during 

the pandemic shut down; on Sunday July 5th the project was completed. Fabricated by Bro. Cvitanich and 

painted and adorned with 23k gold leaf by Myself.  

The Keystone is reversible having “TO” on one side and the standard “HTWSSTKS” on the other side. 

Along with this a new Blazing Star was created to sit above the Master’s chair. With blue plexiglass lit by 

LED lights behind the G, the whole is visually mesmerizing! An image never to be forgotten by future 

candidates as their eyes are opened for the first time. A most crucial function of freemasonry is to see that 

the candidate is impressed to their core by their initiations and the symbols of the Craft. Only then can we 

expect them to take on this great work, which must come from within the very depths of their souls.  

WB Terin Mueller Worshipful Master Eugene #11.  

Published in the Oregon Masonic News September 2020 
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Harrisburg Cemetery Cleanup 

On May 10, 2020 Brothers Tyler Perkins and Richard Vaughan put forth a plan for a “cleanup day for the 

Harrisburg I.O.O.F./Masonic cemetery. “We were thinking next Saturday. All brothers are welcome to join. 

We were hoping to clean the tombstones of moss and grime that has built up over the years and maybe do 

some minor landscape maintenance as well. It is such a beautiful place. Richard and I thought a cleanup 

day would be a great way to pay respect to the late Brothers. All brothers and family are welcome.” 

May 15 2020 “Okay brothers. We are on to clean up the masonic cemetery in Harrisburg tomorrow, 

Saturday the 16th. All interested please meet at the lodge at 9am and we will head out from there. I have 

purchased cleaning supplies (4 spray bottles, 2 pump sprayers, 9 toothbrushes, and 2 soft bristled larger 

hand-held brushes) feel free to bring more of that, and we will need lots of water. I have gotten permission 

from Kuri Gill of the Oregon Historical Cemetery program. Brother Richard Maris informed me that we 

should only use water, hands, and very soft bristled brushes to clean these ancient headstones. Let's be 

mindful and careful and have some fellowship while serving our late brethren.”  

    
With a threat of rain in the forecast the cleanup was postponed 

until Saturday May 23 (L to R) Tyler Perkins, Christian Garrett 

and Richard Vaughan were 

the only ones to show up, 

but it was a good day just 

the same. 

 The question did arise as 

to why a 16-year-old girl 

had a Square and Compasses on her stone. The Historian attempted 

to sort that out: Charles Grimes was Raised Dec. 19, 1874, in 

Thurston Lodge #28, he was born in Kentucky in 1844 he went to 

Missouri and then to Oregon in 1864. He took up a land claim near 

Harrisburg. When he died in 1922 his daughter Faye was 

mentioned, she died young 1904 the paper said she was 16, but that 

was off a little. So, the 

daughter of a Master Mason 

was buried under the Square 

and compasses. Findagrave 

had her death as 1984, a 

picture of the newly cleaned 

gravestone was submitted as a correction to fix that. 
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Finally, after 2 and a half months the Lodge would be allowed, or should we say required, to meet again. 

The Master called a meeting to discuss how to proceed.  

May 26, 2020  

Brethren! Many of us are aware that the Grand Master has declared that Masonic lodges in Oregon will be 

required to reopen after June 1st! The Edict lays out specific guidelines and procedures, however there are 

many more particular decisions that need to be discussed and formulated by our members for our Lodge! I 

am making a stern request that all Brethren who have the time and technological capability, please be 

present tomorrow evening at 7pm for our usual Eugene Lodge 11 fellowship meeting on the GoToMeeting 

platform so that we can all go over what is required and what we need to implement for our lodge. 

Certainly, several Brethren will have questions as how to connect to the meeting, if so please comment and 

we will provide the link and information needed. 

Secondly in the light of us moving back into Masonry on the midst of Covid-19 I am attaching a link to a 

YouTube video from The Masonic Roundtable on a discussion of the future of Masonry. I encourage taking 

a small amount of time to listen to/watch this for all of our consideration and potential ideas as we 

formulate what will surely be a new and different Eugene 11 experience for the foreseeable future. 

 

 

It was a productive meeting, even though Brother Bryant was attempting to shove noodles up his nose. No 

wait, I’m told he was just eating dinner. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Social Justice 

May brought another chapter to the nightmare of 2020 when Minneapolis police officer, Derek Chauvin 

killed George Floyd. On May 25, 2020 four Minneapolis police officers responded to a call after 8 p.m. 

about a possible forgery at a corner grocery. They encountered a man later identified as George Floyd who 

had presumably, passed a counterfeit $20 bill. He struggled and ended up in handcuffs. Officer Chauvin 

used his knee to pin Floyd’s neck to the street for nine minutes, while Floyd gasped that he couldn’t breathe 

and onlookers pleaded with the officers to stop. They finally drug him away and a short time later he was 

pronounced dead at the hospital. The next day the police announced that Floyd died after a “medical 

incident”. Minutes later the video of the whole event was posted online and over the next couple of days 

outrage spread across the country. Demonstrations occurred in 

every state and on three continents. Between May and August 

2020 more than 10,600 protest events happened across the 

United States, more than 93% were peaceful. Still, when such 

events happen fringe 

groups assemble too, 

some with years of pent-

up anger, but mostly 

opportunists look to 

destroy, steal and loot 

what they can. While 

more than 67% of the 

adult population 

supported the protests, 

the small fringe began to 

dominate the narrative 

with their violence and 

destruction. As the Black 

Lives Matter movement 

gained in prominence, 

the counter argument of 

All Lives Matter missed 

the point that All Lives 

will only Matter when 

Black Lives Matter. 

Rather than effect social 

change many in power used misdirection and obfuscation to attempt 

to keep the statis quo.  

 

As Freemasons we are taught that Liberty of Thought and Equality of All is our mission. 

People locked away in their homes for too long, many out of work and facing financial devastation, became 

susceptible to misinformation and conspiracy. With vast amounts of knowledge at our fingertips in this 

computer age, we appear to be getting dumber, willing to attach to the most ridiculous ideas defying facts 

and logic. The social media that once allowed us to connect with people, increasingly became a tool to 

divide us. Everywhere trolls were ready to pounce on any statement that they disagreed with, or just to sow 

descent. Once again Masonry became a scapegoat for the misinformed. And the words “Do your Research” 

became the mantra of those who most definitely do not do their research. 
 
 
 
 

“Do your Research” says the imbecile who didn’t 
bother to research how to spell operation. Peaceful protest in Eugene gave way to 

vandals and looters May 29, 2020. 
The High Priestess shop, owned and operated 
by several members of our Lodge fell victim. 
A reminder was given as to the difference 
between the Vandals and the Protestors. 
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The Grand Communication 2020 
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District Deputies 2020-21 

1st Row: RW Robert Livingston DD#9, MWB Mike McGuyer GM, RW Greg Jenkins DGM, RW John Ferguson DD #19, RW 

George Dickie IV DD #10. 2nd Row: RW Joseph Maier DD #21, RW John Rall DD #17, RW Ken Anderson DD #11, Eric 

Young DD #8, RW Mark Phillips DD #2, RW Jerry Earls DD #16, RW Will Halsey DD #23. 3rd Row: RW Jim Akers DD #5, 

RW David Sherman DD #15, RW Adam Bayer DD #4, RW Steven Vanderzanden DD #3, RW Art McGhehey DD #13, RW 

C.B. Brooks DD #14, RW Billie Thompson DD #18, RW Rick Hammel DD #12, RW Merlin Hughes DD #20, RW Phil Myers 

DD #7. (Not Pictured - Robert Keyser DD #1, Shaun Weaver DD #3 replaced Vanderzanden, Matthew Wand DD #6, Larry 

Butch Vermillion DD #22) 

 
Grand Lodge Officers for 2020-21 

1st Row: WB Steve Gatton Grand Organist, WB Christopher Warren JGD, RW Mark Posler SGW, MWB Mike McGuyer GM, 

RW Greg Jenkins DGM, RW Craig Sipp JGW, WB Bill Taylor JGS. 2nd Row: RW Dale Palileo Grand Chaplin, WB Zack 

Blalack Grand Pursuivant, WB Dan Bush Grand Orator, WB Eric Headley Grand Marshal, RW Rick Komraus Grand Secretary, 

WB Mark Reed SGS 3rd Row: WB Ted Huber Grand Sword Bearer, RW Gary Ball Grand Treasurer, WB Tim Best SGD, WB 

Greg Hinkelman Grand Standard Bearer. (not pictured WB Vernon Harris Grand Tyler, WB Zack Cohen Grand Historian, WB 

Bob Fountain Grand Lecturer) 



Edict from the Newly Elected Grand Master 

 
June 9, 2020 

To: Oregon Worshipful Masters and Secretaries 

RE: Stated meetings during COVID-19 requirements 

 
Fraternal Greetings,  

I am writing to address the issue of meetings and degree work under our state Governor’s current 

restrictions and guidelines. Please see the following website: https://govstatus.egov.com/OR-OHA-

COVID-19 for the specific recommendations and instructions we are to follow. Depending on which 

phase your county is in, will direct your activities and attendance levels. 

We must remember that the By-Laws of your Lodge are still in effect. These By-Laws indicate when, 

where and at what time your Stated meetings occur. You must have a quorum to hold the meeting. Should 

a quorum not be present, there is no meeting on record that month. Please see Code Sec. 207, Quorum in 

a Lodge. 

If a Stated meeting is held, you shall follow the rules for social distancing and adhere to the attendance 

level set by the current phase your county is in. I strongly recommend that when entering the Masonic 

building, everyone be checked with a non-contact thermometer for a temperature. Anyone with an 

abnormal temperature, or any other symptoms of COVID-19, should not attend Lodge activities. Liquid 

soap must be made available in all restrooms and hand sanitizer also provided. Masks, or face shields, 

must also be used and gloves available.  

I recommend no food or drinks be served during Lodge activities for the time being. However, if food is 

available, Lodge members should follow CDC and local health department food handling guidelines. 

There should be no buffet or self-service. 

While degree work is allowed, I strongly recommend that it be postponed for now. It is very difficult to 

practice social distancing and perform a proper degree. There is nothing we do in Freemasonry that is so 

important it is worth jeopardizing the health, safety, and welfare of our members, especially your older 

members. Unless necessary, immune-compromised members should remain at home until a vaccine is 

available, or the pandemic has passed. It is our responsibility to keep in frequent communication with 

them to make sure they do not feel forgotten. Avoid large gatherings if possible, and limit travel and 

attendance to your own Lodge meetings as practical. Under these circumstances, going dark for the 

summer would be a very prudent decision. 

If you have an agreement with an Appendant or Concordant body allowing them to meet in your Lodge 

building, you should continue to honor it and they must adhere to the same rules stated above.  

I urge everyone to work together in harmony and to have patience. Soon this pandemic will be a bad 

memory and things will begin to return to normal. 

 

Fraternally and Sincerely 

 
 MWB Michael J. McGuyer, Grand Master  

The Grand Lodge of A.F. & A.M. of Oregon 
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Stated Meeting June 10, 2020 

 

As per the Grand Master’s instructions The Lodge meet at 7:30 and opened on the EA degree in short from. 

A limited number of attendees were allowed, masks, gloves and hand sanitizer required for use after every 

contact, to be worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge building. No dinners allowed. There 

were 8 officers and 4 additional Brothers in attendance. 

 
The New Stated “Normal” June 10, 2020 

(L to R) Andre Cvitanich, Carson States, Chris Wig, WM Terin Mueller, WB Donavon Davidge, WB Alex Casper, 

Ben Overton. 



 Today is the birthday of our Senior Warden. Ben Overton. A plaque in the form of blue lined apron was 

made by the Master for “A Hard-Working Mason” and presented to SW Overton. 

   

 

 

Summary WB Blalack - Football has not been announced by the UO. 

Parkers are on hold. Ticket holders are not renewing a there is no 

money refund process. 

Junction City Building Sale Status: Sold and first payment received. 

June 20 work party 9:00 a.m. cleanup inside and outside. 

Potential protesters or vagrants may necessitate increased vigilance. 

The Master recognizes Mercury Security Company on a retainer or 

some manner to be on call should an incident arise.  

There was a suggestion to not follow up on planned donation to 

Cemetery due to income loss, however, with the sale of the Junction 

City building, the lodge decided to move forward with the donation. A 

proposal was introduced to keep the current officers for a 2nd year. Bro. 

Anthony Hale expressed desire to step out of line with as he is about to 

be a father. Andre Cvitanich will agree to step into the line.  

Bro. Ed Duquette’s wife Trista had back surgery and they needed a 

ramp into their house. Several Brothers volunteer to help make that 

happen. 

Arch in the East – Discussion and motion for wording upon the arch 

“Holiness To The Lord” was discussed. It was moved and seconded to 

provide the full text including “To”, Passed unanimously.  

The Lodge was closed at 8:45. 

 

WB Zack Blalack was appointed Grand Pursuivant for 2020-21.  
(picture taken March 10, 2021) 
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A Ramp for Brother Duquette 

During the meeting earlier this week, June 10, 2020, Worshipful Steve Birskovich brought up a brother’s 

need to have a ramp built in front of their home. Brother Ed Douqutte's wife Trysta had back surgery and 

won't be able to walk up and down the stairs easily and a ramp will be needed for some time.  

Today, Worshipful Steve and I went over and started working on the project. Worshipful Zack Blalack 

and Worshipful Donavon Davidge came down unexpectedly and helped out. Later in the day, brother  

Zach Duquette and Worshipful Lloyd Henson showed up to help finish up.  

All in all, it was a good day with lots of brothers using their trowels to help another brother.  

Thanks to everyone for the help! We hope the ramp will bring you much ease. 

Andre Cvitanich 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Work Part June 20, 2020 

The work party at the lodge was a hit today! Thanks to the many brothers that showed up and put in the 
hard work. Worshipful Donavon Davidge was very happy with how much we were able to get done in a 
single day.  
Don't worry if you missed it, I'm sure we'll have another one coming up in the near future.  
Andre Cvitanich 

   
Modified Master’s picture –          Sergio Perez            – WB Birskovich 

   
Jade Woods – WB Donavon Davidge and WB Georg Birns – WB Karner and Andre Cvitancih 
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Stated Meeting July 8, 2020 

 
1st Row: (L to R) Lance McGraw, Jade Woods, WB Donavon Davidge. 2nd Row: WB Michael Robinson, 

Andre Cvitanich, Carson States, WB Terin Mueller, Michael Richardson, WB Alex Casper, Sergio Perez. 

 

The lodge was opened on the Entered Apprentice Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m. with required social 

distancing seating, masks, and gloves or hand sanitizer. Five other brethren were in attendance (total 15). 

The newly installed Radiant G was illuminated for the first time during this Communication. 

 

 Anthony Hale has a new daughter. 

 

 Masonic Education: Secretary Maris spoke to the Masonic Membership Committee’s focus on presenting 

the Masonic emblem at gun shows where men who have cleared federal background checks and have 

money will be present and given information about Freemasonry that may be of interest and relevance to 

them. This is not soliciting membership but is an informational process. Local gun and knife shows in 

October and December should be staffed by Eugene Masons with Rich Maris coordinating the event. 

Masonic shirts will be provided along with the informational materials and setup tables.  

The Master is maintaining contact with possible future speakers. 

 

Junction City Building Sale Status: Sold and second payment received. 



WB Donavon Davidge – Spring cleaning was done inside and out. Bottle Drop made. Next work party to 

be scheduled for final touchups. SW Overton wants to do something with the Library. Some duplicative 

items need to be disposed of by donations or purchase. We should notify the brethren to take a look for 

what they may want to maintain or preserve. 

• SW Library remodel and improvements presented with agreeable items removed.  

• Moved to name McKenzie Property “Hiram’s 

Hideout”, seconded, Passed.  

• The Master expressed his pleasure for the outcome 

of the new arch, wording, and illuminated radiant G 

over the Master’s Chair. It was completed for about 

$7,800, well under the initial budget. His original plan 

was to complete the floor under the Altar. It was 

commented that we should find out the cost for that. 

A brother from Salem quoted $10,000.  

• Andre Cvitanich was proposed by the Master to 

undertake this floor project within the unused arch/G 

budget. He was asked for his ideas which he presented 

which would include grinding the concrete down for a 

flush surface, stone and size need to be determined as 

well as electrical outlets impact with WB 

Birskovich’s advise. This is the best time to do it 

while we are substantially closed. Moved to provide 

$10,000 for this floor project, seconded, discussion of 

complexity made with Master looking for a checkered 

floor not tessellated necessarily; that can be further explored. Proceeding without an estimate was 

questioned. WB Davidge offered that we should not rush this but Bro. Andre needs to know the size, 

materials, and detailing to actually determine time/cost. Hand vote 

passed the motion.  

• Old theater chairs above storage cabinets need an inventory and 

disposition. Side parts with masonic logos should be retained with 

some repair parts. Possible additional seating could be acquired 

from other sources when needed. Those could be stored in a 

Connex. Prior motion to dispose of unneeded parts is still in 

effect.  

Good of the Order: The Master feels that our improvements have 

and will make a strong positive impression on our members and 

future candidates. The Keystone at the top of the Arch is 

reversable, with the word “To” on one side and the symbol of the 

York Rite Royal Arch degree on the other. 

Some brethren went through equipment and items in the lodge for 

disposition last weekend. Take it as desired. All items with 

Masonic logos to be kept.  

The officers were given masonic face masks bearing the jewel of 

their office.  

Lodge was closed at 8:30. 

After the Stated meeting in July the Worshipful Master wrote an article on the Arch for the Oregon 

Masonic News. It was published in September. (See Above) 
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Work Party July 25, 2020 

The Historian’s Lament 

Several years ago, WB Ron Lasalle, then building manager, made a motion to get rid of the extra old 

stadium seating piled on top of the storage lockers at the Lodge. As Historian, I voiced my disapproval, but 

the motion passed. Since the Lodge had voted to rid itself of these 

items, I took enough parts home to build several sets. Nothing 

happened, at the Lodge or at my home. When it appeared, they would 

remain at the Lodge, I returned some of the parts. However, in July of 

2020 the Worshipful Master decided it was time to finish that job. 

Again, I object and tried to express the potential value of these items, 

again to no avail. I grabbed back some of the items I had previously 

returned. I learned long ago, when you lose such battles, it is best to 

take an active part so you can make it happen in the best way possible 

under the circumstances. The seating was from the old Masonic Temple 

at 10th and Oak St. in Eugene. The building was torn down about 1972. 

The seats themselves were Haywood and Wakefield Theatre seating 

dated 1926 or earlier. I requested that we keep all the ends with 

Masonic symbols, parts to repair the seats in Lodge if needed and 

additional parts to be able to put together sets of seats, as the end caps would be useless without them. The 

Master readily agreed. As the Brethren pulled down the parts and loaded them into trucks, I worked as fast 

as I could to set aside the desired parts. Several times I had to stop Brothers from loading up the pieces I 

had salvaged. When the last truck left for Bring Recycling, I realized I had only estimated the minimum 

and should have saved more. I had argued that there were many things we could do with these and was 

informed that we could get new ones if we needed. However, these were a hundred years old and properly 

cared for could last several hundred more, and things built today would likely break in 10 years or less. At 

the end of the day the Master was pleased with the 

progress, the Historian, not so much. Returning home, 

I did what I should have done years ago, and put a set 

together. My concern had been that they would need 

to be bolted down to be viable, and while that is true, 

they were much more stable than I had expected. 

Further research showed that similar age two seat sets 

with one plain end cap could sell for $100. Fancy Art 

Deco seats from this era were found selling for $400 

and one fancy 4 seat set with 2 end caps was priced at 

$900. I estimated that a 2-seat unit with 2 Masonic 

end caps could easily be worth $200 or more apiece. I 

lamented not doing the research first. I later went to 

Bring, told them what they had and talked them into 

giving me a few of the parts back. As noted, they 

didn’t get any of the end pieces and so they were 

selling them for $25 per seat. It may be that the parts 

we saved will sit in storage for another 50 years, but 

one thing is clear, just because it is old doesn’t mean 

it is junk. I have travelled this jurisdiction for years 

trying to save valuable pieces of our history from 

going to the dump and the thrift shops. I have failed 



on occasion and it haunts me, at the same time my house has become a Masonic museum, and the hope is 

one day these items will return to the Craft and take their rightful place in our History. 

WB Michael D. Robinson 

 

 

Stated Meeting August 12, 2020 

 A Stated Communication of Eugene Lodge No. 11 in the Lodge Room in Eugene, Oregon on Wednesday 

evening August 12, 2020, under the requirements of the Grand Masters letter of June 23 and Edict 1 of June 

30: no more than allowed for Phase II, Lane County, Social Venues, presently limited to 10 attendees 

unless a business meeting, where according to the Master, more are acceptable. Masks and gloves or hand 

sanitizer required for use after every contact, to be worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge 

building. No dinners allowed. No Degrees to be conferred.  

The lodge was opened on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m. with required social 

distancing seating, masks, and gloves or hand sanitizer.  

 Sickness and Distress: Ed Duquette is having his big toe removed, a card was sent around for signing. 

Worshipful Brother Martin DeForest was in the hospital. A card was also signed for him. 

Masonic Education: Secretary Maris spoke to Masonic Membership Committee focus on presenting the 

Masonic emblem at gun shows which have now been cancelled. Focus now is in identifying and presenting 

lodge members who are active in the community and identifying them as Masons. 

 Football: Postponed from Fall until the Spring which may not happen either. We will accommodate 

parking area preparation as needed. 

WB Donavon Davidge – Successful work party Saturday. Chairs brought down and some disposed of to 

lodge members. Another work party on August 29 focusing on lodge and library. Caddis Lane property 

needs continuing cleanup and possible burning when allowed. 

Meet the Master August 15 can review items for disposition as well as planning for use of lodge procedures 

and activities.  

• SW Library remodel and improvements presented with agreeable items removed.  

• Tessellated floor under Altar status by Andre Cvitanich. He has some stone samples by the lodge 

entry table, Size and location in lodge still not fixed but is a concept. Other suppliers being talked with, but 

no costs in hand yet. Needs to find out grinding cost which needs to be professionally done as well as tile 

setting companies with three bids. Cost and installation need to be determined. Layout will work off of 

Master’s station for centerline.  

• Good of the Order: WB Robinson - Use and location of an old lodge room chair may be for a 

dedicated place in the lodge, possibly for the Tyler, or offered for auction. He is working on continuing the 

writing of the murder history. It was mentioned that he has a wonderful vegetable garden.  

• The Master is not upset over some texts and social media and requests everyone to stay calm. We 

are Masons in everything that we do. Interaction is what keeps us together. 

The Master Mason Closing Charge was delivered upon the request of the Master by SW Overton assisted 

by WB Robinson. 

The Lodge closed at 8:15. 
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The Fires 

As if there were not enough difficulties in 2020. “More than 1 million acres of Oregon were torched by 

dozens of wildfires that erupted September 7, 2020 when easterly winds roared through the state and put 

nearly a half-million Oregonians into evacuation zones. 

September 9, 2020 “A massive wildland fire outside of Oregon’s second largest city has torn through small 

towns, forced thousands to flee their homes and scorched a scenic wonder beloved by outdoor enthusiasts. 

The Holiday Farm fire grew to more than 100,000 acres Wednesday, state officials said, as it pushed west 

along Oregon 126 and within miles of the Eugene-Springfield area. 

Firefighters rescued stranded residents and tried to battle the blaze, which consumed businesses, dwellings 

and stands of Douglas Fir trees on both sides of the McKenzie River. 

The town of Blue River, home to some 800 people, was burned to the ground. Houses and other buildings 

that dot the stretch of winding river highway were also destroyed. 

Thrashing winds rolling off the mountain range quickly spread the blaze down the McKenzie River 

Valley…As the fire raged, the crews worked to protect buildings and bring stranded residents to the track 

and field at McKenzie High School. “It was a career’s worth of fires and tragedy in about 18 hours,” The 

fire stretched more than 30 miles along the highway and encompassed more square miles than the city of 

Portland by September 9. Evacuation notices crept closer to Springfield on Wednesday to include the 

Mohawk Valley north of the McKenzie River and east of Marcola Road, including Upper Camp Creek and 

Camp Creek roads. 

Those living off Oregon 126 between Thurston Road at Springfield’s city limits and the McKenzie Ranger 

Station, including all roads to the north and south of the highway, were told to leave immediately. 



All told, more than 3,000 people in Lane County were displaced. “We don’t know how many are missing 

or gone…the loss of life, property and natural beauty will be profound…There are so many people in need 

right now it’s just overwhelming”5 

By September 27, 2020 “A total of 431 residences were destroyed and 24 commercial structures were as 

well. So far, one person has been confirmed dead in the fire area. More than 

200 people reported missing have been found. United Way of Lane County is 

one of many organizations raising money for wildfire relief efforts in our 

area.” 6 

WM Terin Mueller September 8, 2020. 

“Brethren, surely by now we are all aware of the fires last night. My Aunt and 

Grandparents who live in Blue River were able to evacuate but their homes 

are surely gone... so I am very serious when I say that the next two months 

will be some of the most intense of the year! Natural disasters, civil unrest 

and things we cannot foresee are likely to be upon us! Don’t be afraid but 

keep your family close, and remember your Masonic Virtues! We shall 

certainly need them in the coming months!!” 

 

Stated Meeting September 9, 2020 

A Stated Communication of Eugene Lodge No. 11 in the Lodge Room in Eugene, Oregon on Wednesday 

evening September 9, 2020, under the requirements of the Grand Masters letter of August 28, 2020 

whereby 50 members are acceptable, masks and gloves or hand sanitizer required for use after every 

contact, to be worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge building.  No dinners allowed.  No 

Degrees to be conferred. 16 members attended. 

The lodge was opened on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m. with required social 

distancing seating, masks, and gloves or hand sanitizer. 

Social clubs were capped at 25, but it was successfully argued that ours was a business meeting and so 50 

were allowed.  

Dean Rees was appointed Treasurer after Lance McGraw was arrested. 

Sickness and Distress: The Master’s aunt and grandparents lost their home in the forest fires.  WB Birns 

reported David Wagner is living in his son’s house due to the forest fires.  WB Steve Birskovich is living in 

a hotel after having to leave his home due to the forest fires. WB Clayton Robson is not responding to calls. 

Jack and Barbra Adler are not responding to calls either. 

WB Casper conducted Michael Larson west of the Altar to give back his Master Mason Proficiency 

Lecture which was well done and accepted. 

WB Blalack was asked by the Master to comment upon UO Rules which prevent any overnight 

parking/camping on their property and have asked if we could do this.  The UO would have to provide 

power and water but have not responded back.  

He then talked about the current Fire Sheltering place at Springfield High School.  We could provide some 

space for Masonic members or relatives who have had to leave their homes/property.  There was no 

objection to providing spaces as the UO prohibits this type of use however liability is present to be 

considered.  WB Birns asked if fire fighters could be provided the same space use if contact is made to us. 

Masonic Education: Secretary Maris spoke to Masonic Membership and Public Relations committees 

who, through WB Grant Sharp, are asking each lodge to produce a short video spot emphasizing members 

in the community or work places identifying them as Freemasons.  WM Mueller had said that he would ask 

 
5 Oregonlive, The Oregonian (modified) 
6 KEZI 9 News ABC 
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Jade Woods to do this if possible.  Woods will undertake this when the forest fires’ smoke conditions in the 

area improve. 

The Lodge was closed on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 8:10 p.m. 

 

 Disaster Relief Comes to the Lodge Parking Lot 
Georg Birns Sept. 13, 2020 

Strong possibility that the local donation relief and assistance group working in 

conjunction with Red Cross and 211 currently at Springfield High might actually 

take us up on the offer to use our lodge property. Could always use more Bro’s 

down there to volunteer especially if it’s at our Lodge lot. It’s a 24-hour thing. WB 

Zack is working out logistics with our WM’s Terin’s blessing. 

Zack Blalack Sept. 13, 2020  
This is happening. Need some bros down to help. Please!  All Silke Field donations 
coming to lodge… Ok. We are mostly set up. Need volunteers to unload semi-
trailer and reload new semi-trailers. I put out cones, and made some primitive 
signs. ENTRANCE is on East gate and EXIT through main entrance. 
Someone will need to grab some water and snacks and supply the lodge. For OUR 

members and families only at this point. 
 

 
At this time the Eugene area had the most extreme toxic air quality on the planet. But that didn’t stop Brothers and 

volunteers from coming down to the Lodge to help those who were in need. 



 

Zack Blalack Sept. 15, 2020 
Brothers, 
CRITICALLY IMPORTANT. 

If you volunteer at the Masonic Lot for the Fire Evacuees - YOU NEED TO REGISTER AS A VOLUNTEER 
WITH THEM. Their check in booth is in front of our little shed. The donation center is NOT a lodge 
function. We are only providing the dirt to this group under a lease situation. 
To further protect the lodge and its interests. Please do not wear the bright yellow vests with the 
lodge logo/name on them. I will procure some orange vests for visibility... 
Finally, it is best practice to NOT to get any donations directly from people making donations. Sorting or 
storing donations in the trailers is ok...parking cars, flagging cars, etc. is ok..... 
This is a direction from the Master, Terin Mueller. 
Please call me with any questions. 
ps. the reason for this is we are NOT a 501(c)3 organization and cannot accept donations...If you 
volunteer - you are volunteering with their group. 
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Zack Sept. 15, 2020 

Good news post!  Jack and Barb Adler are safe and with family in Salem. They evacuated last Tuesday and their 

house is still standing! They might need help hauling rotten food from fridge and freezer when they are able to return.  

WB Clay Robson was also ok. 

 



Oct 10, 2020 
Brethren, I just 
read the article 
submitted by 
W.B Zack 
Blalack 
regarding 
Lodge Eleven’s 
efforts during 
the recent wild 
fire event in 
this month’s 
Oregon 
Masonic News. 
I wanted to 
take a moment 

to tell you how proud I am of all of you, and I 
wanted to make a point to thank you for being a 
part of my life and for being such a shining light 
in the world today. This year has been difficult 
to say the least, and without fault you men and 
your families have risen to the task and shown 
the world 
what 
freemasonry 
is all about. 
The world 
needs you; 
the world is a 
better place 
because you 
are in it, keep 
up the good 
work 
gentlemen. 
Hoping to see 
you all soon.  
-Richard 
Vaughan  

 

 

 

  

Jo Birns ready to help 

Richard Vaughan and his daughters 

Oregon Masonic News 
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WB George Birns, WB Donavon Davidge, Brother EA Preston Jordan - September 14, 2020 

  
Michael Larson, WB Mueller, Carson States, Ed Duquette - September 14, 2020 – Larry Kirner 



 

Radio Host Tracy Berry Sept 16 2020 

So many terrific people and groups involved in our local wildfire relief effort. Among them, members and their 

friends at Eugene Masonic Lodge #11, who are using the lodge parking lot (a popular spot during Duck home 

football games) at 2777 Martin Luther King Jr. Blvd in Eugene as a donation collection site. See what is being 

accepted and learn how to volunteer at the Lane County 2020 Fire Relief.  

On September 18, 2020, the Love First organization announced that they would be stopping donations that night to 

shift to a more permanent indoor facility, thanking the Lodge for all the help. 

On September 28, the Oregon Department of Forestry announced they were monitoring 6 major fires in the 

state, down from 17 fires. More than 7500 personnel had been assigned to fight these fires. 

On October 16, fire officials announced there would be no more daily updates on the Lionshead Fire, the 

biggest of the fires that erupted. Though the fire was not fully contained, fire officials were confident the 

wildfire was controllable and did not expect any more growth. 

Here is a list of the biggest fires in Oregon as of October 16, 2020. The acreage and containment are the 

most recent numbers posted from fire officials around the state. 

Lionshead (Detroit Lake area) 204,469 acres, 46% contained 

Beachie Creek (Santiam Canyon in Marion County) 193,573 acres, 80% contained 

Holiday Farm (near Springfield) 173,393 acres, 96% contained 

Riverside Fire (near Estacada) 138,054 acres, 72% contained 

Archie Creek (near Glide in Douglas County) 131,542 acres, 95% contained 

Slater Fire (near Cave Junction) 156,610 acres, 80% contained 7 

WB Georg Birns Oct 21, 2020 

Brethren. I’ve been doing work up on the McKenzie property. As we know we were lucky to be so close at ground 

zero. 200 yards west, another story. Complete destruction. Next door is the Community Center. Right now, it hosts 

numerous functions. Donation center, relief center, command center, school WiFi hot spot. My First Night there a 

lady came out of the woods... She introduced herself as one as the volunteers next door and dragged me over for the 

tour. I was then bombarded with visits from just about everybody in the area. Fire crew, forest crew, OSP, neighbors, 

etc. I attended an 8am community heads meeting this morning. All is not well. No WiFi/cell to homes/business is a 

major breakdown of communications. Especially for families still in need of power and access for online schooling. 

 
7 KOIN channel 6 News CBS 

http://www.flashalertnewswire.net/images/news/2020-09/1072/138293/Fire_map_for_Monday_Sept._21_2020.pdf
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Hwy. 126 is also a giant landslide waiting to happen when the rains and snow arrives. What normally takes an hour 

can take 2 to get to town. Most folks are forced to Sisters. That won’t be helpful in a month. Sooo. With that I urge 

you to come visit the site and be aware. There are moments when smoke still flows in.... harsh reminder this fire is 

still going on. 

 

Oct 7, 2020 Brethren, 
My apologies for the late notification Brothers. I've never felt so busy, without leaving the house. 2020 is 
truly a year of firsts. 
We will be meeting tonight on a new platform for our October's Officer's Meeting. It is on the Google 
platform, although a Google account is not necessary to join.  
Tonight's agenda includes a discussion of the potential limited parking which may occur, if the U of O 
continues it's plans to have a "socially distanced" season of football. (Whatever that means or looks like.) 
If you'd like to be involved with this discussion, or just need some fellowship, please don't be a stranger. 
The Stated Meeting is next week and the restrictions on capacity are currently lifted. If you're concerned 
about there being too many Brothers for us to all fit, we have been able to make it work relatively well. 
We do absolutely continue to ask that anyone who might be considered high risk please refrain from 
attending. We have worked very diligently to see that no important discussions or voting takes place as 
long as access to the meeting remains limited. 
Whether it always feels like it or not my Brothers, we are all in this together. 
Fraternally yours, Benjamin Overton - Senior Warden 



Stated Meeting October 14, 2020 

 
WB Rich Maris, RWB Art McGhehey D.D. #13, Sergio Perez. WB Donavon Davidge, WB Alex Casper, Michael 

Richardson, Andre Cvitanich. 

A Stated Communication of Eugene Lodge No. 11 in the Lodge Room in Eugene, Oregon on Wednesday 

evening October 14, 2020, under the requirements of the Grand Masters letter of August 28, 2020 whereby 

50 members are acceptable, masks and gloves or hand sanitizer required for use after every contact, to be 

worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge building.  No dinners allowed.  No Degrees to be 

conferred. 16 members attended. 

The lodge was opened on the EA Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m. with required social distancing seating, masks, 

and gloves or hand sanitizer. 

 

Preparations for Football continued, but was unlikely to happen – Games were played during the season, but without 

fans. No fans, no parking. 

The opening of our property for the Love-First Disaster Relief was successful. Our security process protected the 

evacuations donations better than at other 

locations. The Master commented on the Lodge 

turnout to help in arising needs such as the 

donation center parking provision. We should 

maintain contact with that group for future 

needs assistance. 

Brother Cvitanich is continuing to look into the 

requirements for the floor under the alter. It will 

be done with stove tiles embedded into the 

concrete floor. The plan is to have it ready by 

the December Stated Meeting. 

 

Brother Michael Larson was presented with his 

apron, Bible, Manuals, trowel and pin by the 

Master west of the Alter. 

The Lodge was closed on the EA degree in 

Short Form at 8:10 p.m. 
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Masonic Video Project 

 



   

   

Here are the excellent photos taken by Bro. Jade Woods for the 
beginning of the short video project for Grand Lodge, the theme of 
which was “Masons in our community” The idea of the video was to 

show Brethren in their casual/work clothing, explaining what they do 

for work/recreation, Afterwards there was a secondary clip in suits and 

aprons, stating “and I am a Mason” The video project featured Brothers: 

Terin Mueller, Alex Casper, Michael Richardson, Chris Wig, Mike 

Larson, Sergio Perez and Jade Woods. Although there were sound 

issues, the video came out well. 

After the secondary video clip was made, photos were taken, which 

included several other Brothers who were in attendance at the October 

State meeting. 
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Masonic Portraits by Brother Jade Woods 

 
District Deputy #13 RWB Art McGhehey 

  
  WB Martin DeForest PM 1978 Lodge #222              Andre Cvitanich Master Mason August 3, 2009 



  
 Christopher Wig Master Mason January 30, 2019            Michael Larson Master Mason July 20, 2019 

  
  Tyler Perkins Master Mason August 31, 2019 – Tyler    Sergio Perez Master Mason December 18, 2019 Sr. Steward 
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Christian Garrett                                                           Tyler Perkins and Andre Cvitanich 

(Additional photos of the Master, SW, JW, Secretary and Historian are included elsewhere) 

 
Clean and Sober Riders  

Larry Kirner, WB Georg Birns, Chris Harrington, Steve Ritter  

at the refurbished 1925 Chambers Railroad Bridge. 

On October 25, 2020 several Brothers took a ride down to Cottage Grove in support of the Candlelighters, 

a childhood cancer support group.  



Officer’s GoTo Meeting November 4, 2020 

 
 

Stated Meeting November 11, 2020 

 
A Stated Communication of Eugene Lodge No. 11 in the Lodge Room in Eugene, Oregon on Wednesday 

evening November 11, 2020, under the requirements of the Grand Masters letter of August 28, 2020 

whereby 50 members are acceptable, masks and gloves or hand sanitizer required for use after every 

contact, to be worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge building.  No dinners allowed.  No 

Degrees to be conferred. 25 attended. 

Visiting Brother Tony Allen St. John’s Lodge 17, – who is working on several board war gaming projects and dice 

sales for charities funds for fixing their lodge 

The lodge was opened on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m., including a salute to the flag; with 

required social distancing seating, masks, and gloves or hand sanitizer. 

In recognition of Armed Forces and Veterans’ Day, WB Maris asked attending veterans to stand and announce their 

branch, years of service with major engagement or deployment.  They were presented American flag pins with the 
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Masonic square and compass and Veteran embossed.  Standing and recognized were Ed Duquette, WB Ron LaSalle, 

visiting brother Tony Allen, Jade Woods, Carson States, and WB Rich Maris. 

 

Master Mason Proficiency Lecture: Jason DeLanoy was directed west of the Altar to return his lecture with WB 

Donavon Davidge, which was accepted by the Master.  

Deaths:   WB Ronald (Ron) Cooper, Life Member and Past Master of Emerald No. 222, 1989-90. Passed 

away Sunday, November 8, 2020.  A moment of Low Twelve was struck for him. 

Election of Officers for 2021, and the Hiram Award for 2020. 

Worshipful Master WB Terin Mueller (Continuing) Re-elected  

Senior Warden Benjamin Overton (Continuing) Re-elected  

Junior Warden             WB Alex Casper (Continuing) Re-elected  

Treasurer          Dean Rees (Previously Appointed) Elected 

Secretary               WB Rich Maris (Continuing) Re-elected 

Building Manager WB Donavon Davidge (Continuing) Re-elected  

Trustee 1 Years WB Michael Spurling 3rd Year Automatic roll up 

Trustee 2 Years Steve Ritter 2nd Year Automatic roll up 

Trustee 3 Years  Donavon Davidge 1st Year Stood for office Elected 

 

Update: work on the Tessellated Floor will begin after the December Stated meeting. 

 

 
November 11, 2020 - Ed Duquette, WB Georg Birns, WB Steve Birskovich, Sergio Perez, WB Donavon Davidge, 

WB Alex Casper, WB Zack Blalack, Michael Richardson, Chris Wig, Randy Gordon.  



 
Carson States, Dean Rees, WB Terin Mueller, WB Rich Maris 

 

WB Birskovich kidded WB Donavon about the strip bar in Drain that is in the old Masonic Lodge room, 

and reminded the members of the 50th anniversary of exploding the whale on the Oregon beach. 

 

New Incarnation for Drain Masonic Lodge 

 DRAIN August 6, 2020 - A lot’s 

changed in this tiny town 

(population 1,200) since the Top of 

the Bowl bar featuring topless 

dancing women opened up over the 

bowling alley last month. The 

building is a former Masonic 

Lodge (Sunset Lodge #144 which 

merged with Cottage Grove Lodge 

#51 on May 17, 2017, the building 

was sold to the Bowling Alley 

downstairs soon after). The second 

floor hadn’t been used much in 

recent years, but measures 50-by-

100 feet with a built-in stage. 

The women do their dancing on 

Thursday, Friday and Saturday 

evenings, and the customers come 

from towns all around to see them. 

 

 

 

The Lodge room of Sunset Lodge #144 with a stripper pole 

and disco ball where the Alter used to be. 
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Let’s Blow up a Whale, what could possibly go wrong? 

 

On Nov. 9, 1970, a 45-foot, 8-ton dead sperm whale washed up on the shore of the coastal town of 

Florence, Oregon. It was huge. It was stinky. And it needed to be gone yesterday. 

Back then the coast was managed by the State Highway Division, and agency officials figured the best way 

to get rid of the immovable mammal was by blowing it up with half a ton of dynamite. The thought was 

those highway officials would remove the whale the same way they removed any other large obstruction. 

“I’m confident that it’ll work,” said engineer George Thornton. “The only thing is we’re not sure just 

exactly how much explosives it’ll take to disintegrate this thing, so the scavengers, seagulls, and crabs and 

whatnot can clean it up.” That plan was a spectacular failure. And it didn’t help that highway engineers 

didn't provide a countdown. The detonation came on the afternoon of Thur. Nov. 12, 1970. “All of a sudden 

there was this hundred-foot geyser of 

blood, blubber and sand going up into 

the sky,” Report Larry Bacon said. “It 

was like a blubber snowstorm with tiny 

particles of blubber floating down after 

the big chunks.” Luckily no one reported 

any explosion-related injuries, but one 

car did get its roof smashed in by a three-

foot chunk of whale that fell from the 

sky. The worst part, was the smell. It 

lingered with the onlookers for days. 

“People were retching,” Bacon said. “It 

stuck to your clothes and everything.” 

What might be the hardest part to believe 

in this story is that the engineer behind the blast, George Thornton, thought the effort was a success. “It was 

kind of funny because I interviewed him afterward, and he said it went exactly right,” Bacon said. “Except, 

the dynamite cases funneled down into the sand and directed the 

explosion straight up.” 

It’s safe to say that state officials learned their lesson from this 

historic event. State policy now is to bury, not blow up, dead whales 

that end up on the beach. The legend of flying whale bits is an 

enduring one. That's thanks, in part, to the journalists like Bacon who 

first reported the story. And the internet, of course. Plus, the fine 

folks of Florence voted last year to commemorate the whole thing by 

naming its newest seaside park after the explosion.  

 

 

With that - The Lodge was closed on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 9:00 p.m. Nov. 11, 2020 

 



Apron Burning Ceremony and Work Party November 15, 2020 

At the stated meeting in November WB Georg Birns asked for the assistance of the Brethren of Eugene 

Lodge 11. He was seeking help with burning the wood debis pile he had accumulated on our newly 

acquired property in Blue River off the McKenzie River. WB Rich Maris suggested that we do an Apron 

burning ceremony simultaneously since he had a stockpile of aprons that were given to the lodge over the 

last five years from family members not knowing how to properly dispose of them.  

On November 15th 16 Master Masons, 2 Fellowcraft Masons, 2 DeMolay boys, and a few partners and 

children were in attendance. Once a proper fire was established, WM Terin Mueller kicked off the Apron 

Burning Ceremony. Every person present was able to participate in this honorable ceremony for our 

departed brethren who had left to their long home without their lambskin aprons. In total 22 aprons went to 

the flames including a past master apron. Once the solemn ceremony was concluded everyone returned to 

the duty of burning all the remaining slash piles.  

WB Georg Birns camped on the property overnight to ensure the fire was properly contained and doused.   

Respectfully submitted by Brother Andre Cvitanich 

   
Larry Kirner of McKenzie River Lodge #195 gets the fire started, the job continued with Brothers Carson States, 

Larry Kirner and Josh Provost and DeMolay boys Lucas Cvitanich and Master Councilor, Diego Legoretta. 

 
The Master opens the ceremony of Apron Burning with the reading of the Ritual 

Michael Larson, Jason DeLanoy, Joshua Provost, WB Donavon Davidge, Sergio Perez, WM Terin Mueller, Carson 

States, WB Rich Maris, WB Zack Blalack, Steve Ritter. 
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Michael and George Legorette FC’s at Albany #14, Bri, WB Tom Bergevin, WB Rich Maris w/apron, Diego 

Legoretta, Lucas Cvitanich, Mike Larson. Jason DeLanoy and Tyler Perkins w/apron 

 
WB Georg Birns, Michael Larson, Larry Kirner, David Wagner 

   
Jason DeLanoy and WB Donavon Davidge 



 
Carson States, WB Zack Blalack and kids, Steve Ritter 

   
Sergio Perez, Carson States and Joshua Provost 

 
FC Michael and Andrea Legoretta and FC George Leggoretta and Bri, from Albany Lodge #14 
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WB Tom Bergevin, Lucas Cvitanich, Mike Larson, Jason DeLanoy -WM Terin Mueller closed out the ceremony 

Burn Pile Work Party 

 

  



 

  
 

Fall Spike Shut-Down 
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Stated Meeting December 9, 2020 

A Stated Communication of Eugene Lodge No. 11 in the Lodge Room in Eugene, Oregon on Wednesday 

evening December 9, 2020, under the requirements of the Grand Masters letter of November 30, 2020 

whereby a maximum of 6 members are acceptable, masks and gloves or hand sanitizer required for use 

after every contact, to be worn/used before entering and upon leaving the lodge building.  No dinners 

allowed.  No Degrees to be conferred. 

The lodge was opened on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 7:30 p.m. with required social 

distancing seating, masks, and gloves or hand sanitizer. 

Deaths:   Joseph F. Strahm, Jr.  A Life and 60-year Mason. Passed away December 5, 2020.   

Ivan J. Smith, a Past Master, Life and 70-year Mason, passed away sometime between December 2 and 5. 

A moment of Low Twelve was struck for them. 

Tessellated floor under Altar by Andre Cvitanich, starting after December Stated, Invoice for payment of 

grinding and tile work amounting to $4,000.00 was read and discussed in detail.  A warrant will be written 

for an amount as revised by text message to Treasurer Rees in the amount of $3,800.00. 

Review and action upon the Proposed Budget for 2021.  Rolling over the 2020 budget to January 2021 for 

review and action at that time.2021 for review and action at that time. 



The Lodge was closed on the Master Mason Degree in Short Form at 8:10   p.m. 

 

 

The Checkered Floor with Tessellated Border 

On July 8, 2020 The Master proposed that Andre Cvitanich take on the checkered floor project, applying 

the unused monies from the Arch, which he had so skillfully completed. The members readily agreed. 

 

“At the Stated meeting on August 12th, I was asked if I could get the tessellated floor installed before the 

Installation of Officers in December. We currently had a bid to just do a checkered floor.  

Working with some local contractors, we were able to come up with a plan to add the tessellated border 

around the checkered floor for less than the original contractors bid. Unfortunately, the work would all 

have to take place within a week to complete it before the installation, but we were up to the task.  

The day following our December Stated meeting I put up a 20-foot-high wall of thick plastic all around the 

work space in the middle of the lodge room. All of the carpet tiles were lifted and the glue scraped with 

some help from our treasurer Dean Rees.  

 
The next couple days consisted of a concrete crew using a grinder similar to a vacuum, doing about a 

thousand passes over the work space. We needed to grind the floor down approximately 3/8 of an inch, to 

make sure there was a smooth transition from carpet to tile to avoid catching any heels or toes when 

walking about the Lodge room.   
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Next came laying the checkered floor in the correct alignment within the lodge. I consulted WB Ted 

Balestreri who said “6 tiles wide by 10 tiles long or 2/3 wide to 1 long. Start with black in the NE corner 

and with white in the SE. The last row should be the reverse with white in the SW corner and black in the 

Candidates corner.  

 

 



 
The alter sits 2/3 from the west end because the light above hits the Book and most of the work is done on 

the west side. Also, that was to show honor to the WM, as the alter appears closer to him.” The following 

day the shluter was laid along 

with 104 white triangles and 96 

black triangles around the 

perimeter.  

The final step was to float the 

concrete back around the tile so 

that the floor was level and 

ready for carpet. Once the 

concrete dried, I cut and glued 

all the pieces in place just in 

time for the Installation of 

Officers the very next day.  

I really appreciate that my 

brethren entrusted me with the 

beautifying of our lodge room 

this last year and hope that 

everyone will enjoy it for all the 

years to come. Thank you 

kindly from the bottom of my heart for giving me the opportunity to show you I am an operative craftsman 

as well as speculative craftsman.”  

 Respectfully Submitted by Brother Andre Cvitanich 
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Installation for 2021 

December 18, 2020 

Unfortunately, only 6 brothers will be in attendance tomorrow for WM Terin's installation.  

As you know the Master laid plans upon the trestleboard. Today we completed the task and I present to you 

our newest addition to the lodge room. 

 

Installation occurred on December 19, 

2020 at the point when Jupiter entered 

Aquarius for the first time in 12 years. 

This preceded the Great Conjunction on 

the Winter Solstice December 21, 2020, 

when Jupiter and Saturn will be so close 

that they will appear to form a "double 

planet.". When their orbits align every 20 

years, Jupiter and Saturn get extremely 

close to one another. Jupiter orbits the sun 

every 12 years, while Saturn's orbit takes 

30 years, so every few decades Jupiter 

laps Saturn, according to NASA. 

The 2020 great conjunction is especially 

rare — the planets haven't been this close 

together in nearly 400 years, and haven't 

been observable this close together at 

night since medieval times, in 1226. 

Only six members were able to attend. 

WB Steve Karner was the Installing 

Officer, WB Donavon Davidge Installing 

Marshal and Brother Jade Woods acted as 

Installing Chaplin and photographer. WB 

Karner Installed WB Mueller who in turn 

Installed Ben Overton as Senior Warden, 

Jade Woods as Junior Deacon and Andre 

Cvitanich as Steward.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The 2020 YEAR-END REPORTS 

WB Rich Maris, Secretary 

While WB Rich Maris did not give a 

specific report for the History, his 

meticulous efforts to properly record the 

Minutes of the Lodge have made this 

work possible. WB Maris was Master of 

McKenzie River Lodge #195 in 1991. He 

became a dual member of Eugene Lodge 

#11 and was elected Secretary in 2015. 

His attention to detail has provided the 

Lodge with an excellent record of its 

doings ever since. That same 

commitment to excellence earned him 

“Secretary of the Year” in 2017. 

Working as a Coach for degree 

candidates, he has provided an 

outstanding education for new Masons, 

raising the bar and bring a higher level of 

ritual proficiency to the Lodge. Although 

there has been adjustments to the 

extracted minutes, they can rightly be 

said to be the framework upon which this 

History is erected. He is after all an Architect. 

 

WB Michael D. Robinson, Historian 

 WB Michael D. Robinson is the primary 

compiler of this History. The work is 

comprised of an overabundance of his 

commentary, several reports and stories, 

and additional History reports included at 

the end. He was Master of Esoterika 

Lodge #227 in 2013 and 2014, District 

Deputy Grand Master for District #13, 

2016-18 and Grand Historian 2018-20. 

He became a dual member of Eugene 

Lodge #11 in 2014 and was appointed 

Lodge Historian in 2015.  

 In compiling this History every attempt 

was made to involve as many 

contributions as possible. Several 

Brothers stepped up, and others became 

unwitting participants when stories and 

pictures from Social Media were acquired 

and placed into this work. It is hoped in 

the future that more Brothers will take an 

active part in recording the Lodges History. 
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Special Thanks to Brother Jade Woods. Raised a 

Master Mason on August 31, 2019. He has taken an 

active role in the Lodge and his abilities with a 

camera has provided many of the excellent photos in 

this work.  Also, Brother Andre Cvitanich, he 

affiliated from Liberty Lodge #299 in Santa Clara, 

California on September 11, 2019. His Craftsmanship 

has elevated the aesthetics of the Lodge considerably. 

He also provided several articles which are included 

in the body of this work. 

 

 
WB Alex Casper – Junior Warden 

“The year 2020 has definitely been an interesting and unique year for freemasonry. I started off the year 

having to get back surgery, but the brothers and the lodge were always there for me. There has always been 

a special connection between the brothers in the craft that you just can't find anywhere else. Once 

everything got shut down, I was afraid a lot of the drive for the brothers would dwindle, but I was very 

wrong. Summer was a rough time for a lot of people in Oregon with all of the fires, but the brothers of my 

lodge stood up and did everything we could do for the community that had lost so many homes. I was so 

proud that we were able to have the fire relief station on our property. Even with so much smoke and hard 

visibility in the air, all of my brothers stood together to help out those who had lost so much. 

Watching the brothers working outside all day in that smoke still inspires me today. It has shown me no 

matter how hard things get in this world Freemasonry will always be the light shining through the smoke. I 

have and will always be so proud of my lodge and what we do to help our community. The brothers in it, 



that I hold with the upmost respect, continue to show me how to better myself and chip away at that rough 

ashlar in the hopes that one day I can do the same for the generations of Freemasons to come.” 

 

 
Benjamin Alexander Overton - Senior Warden 

“The year 2019 was easily the best year of my life. I got to travel extensively both with my family and for 

work, I moved out of a house my family had outgrown, and the Lodge was humming along at a steady 

pace. Things were really getting done and we were all feeling really productive. There was a tremendous 

amount of growth. As for the Lodge specifically, we had more events than could easily be listed and they 

were all in their own way a success. Because of the number of events and degrees we were conferring I 

counted nearly 100 days in the year of fellowship.  It was truly a blessed year with an embarrassment of 

riches too plentiful to describe.  

The year 2020 couldn't have been more different. The only traveling I did was for a major operation my 

wife had, where I dislocated my elbow. My wife has an autoimmune disorder so for her recovery my 

family and I had to pull the kids from school and begin quarantining far sooner than anyone else was even 

talking about the pandemic. By the time everyone was closing schools and businesses we had already been 

in our house for a month. I then had to see each of my own ten business locations close. The level of 

uncertainty was palatable. Nationally there was a great deal of social upheaval that created deep rifts in 

communities and divided us as a whole. Then summer came and literal fires were all around us while we 

were trapped in our houses. The smoke was so thick at times the street lights came on mid-day. There was a 

haze even inside our homes. Yet through it all, the Brothers shined through. 

One of the shining lights in 2020 was how the fellowship really showed me what it had to offer in support. 

There were times where my family needed help, but I being a prideful man wasn't vocal about it. My 

Brothers weren't having it though. Every step of the way they were there to support me. There were times 

in fact, where I had more of my Brothers reaching out to my family than literally all other work, family, 

and friends combined. When I needed to sell my old house, the Brothers showed up and helped me get it 

listed. When my wife was recovering from surgery, they were there with meals and support. I was 
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fortunately able to organize virtual meetings where for months we Brothers met and got an opportunity to 

converse and socialize. We use these meetings even now for our Officer's Meetings and they've become a 

meaningful respite without Lodge to see each other. When the fires arrived, we Brothers pulled together 

and helped with offering our Lodge property and ourselves to the relief efforts where literally semi-trucks 

full of food and clothing were collected for those unhoused by the fires. Even in the dense smoke we all 

choked on inside our homes, Brothers came outside to provide and be of service. 

It wasn't always smooth and we didn't always get along. Differences in opinions and beliefs cost countless 

friendships. Many Brothers showed their true colors. Some in not-so-great fashion, but others showing a 

capacity for compassion, patience, and restraint which inspired younger members such as myself to show 

what it means to embody the Masonic principles in action and thought. We won't all remember the details 

of 2020, but will all remember the feeling of 2020. We as Masons will remember the fellowship, we 

experienced in spite of it all. I, as a Mason, am thankful for my Brothers.” 

 

 

  
Terin John Mueller Worshipful Master 2020 

“2020 was a year unlike any my generation and Freemasonry had seen before. The advice from past 

masters before me was less than applicable for a year in the East such as this one. My vision for the year 

2020 included a focus on Masonic education and aesthetic improvements to our lodge room. Along with 

this were the regular events which Eugene #11 members and family enjoy annually; our holiday-oriented 

parties, car show, summer picnic, football and baseball parking. While many of these were not able to 

happen, the two most important to me did come to fruition.  



In the hope of setting a desirable foundation for my 

journey as Worshipful Master, I decided to employ the 

principles of electional astrology in selecting a specific 

date and time for my installation. November 23, 2019, at 

1:35 pm, was the date and time chosen. This having the 

Sun, Venus, and Jupiter in Sagittarius in the 10th house 

of career and the public eye. These placements 

suggesting a radiant and favorable figure disposition for 

those who began their endeavors at this time. What I had 

paid little attention to, however, was the location of both 

Saturn and Pluto in Capricorn it the 11th house of Group 

organizations, this suggesting a rigid halt of activity as 

well as a major restructuring coming from the recesses of 

places unknown. In my observation, all these did indeed 

come to pass. 

 

In January, I set out to include an allotted time for each 

meeting for Masonic education. My first topic being 

astrology within Freemasonry. During this meeting, I also enacted another of my first goals for the year, 

entertaining a $10,000 donation to the Scottish Rite building restoration fund. This met with such support 

that a motion was made 

and passed to donate 

$25,000. My objectives 

were to offer an 

educational seminar at our 

lodge, each Sunday 

following our stated 

meeting, open to the 

public. The first was an 

introduction to Astrology; 

there were 35 in 

attendance.  

 

For the February stated meeting, I presented a short educational lecture on the Kabbalistic Tree of Life and 

laid out my proposal to build an arch with a functional keystone on the lodge's east wall. This met with 

some resistance, and the matter was tabled for further consideration. On Sunday, February 15, I held my 

second public lecture on the Hermetic Qabalah; there was 15 people present. In the weeks following, I 

reformulated my plans for the Arch. Enlisting the skills of Bro. Andre Cvitanich and Worshipful Bro. Rich 

Maris, a new proposal was ready to be presented for the March stated meeting, which was received 

favorably. The motion was made, and passed. This would prove to be just in the nick of time, as this would 

be our last stated communication for several months due to Covid-19. Due to an Edict issued by the Grand 

Master, all masonic meetings were to cease. This was very unsettling for me; my immediate concerns were 

whether I would achieve my goals for the year and how many meetings would be allowed to take place 

during my year in the East? With a complete halt to all in-person masonic activity, we promptly held 

informal virtual meetings to maintain morale and fellowship. These were graciously facilitated by our 

Senior Warden Bro. Ben Overton. During this downtime, construction of the Arch continued and was 

completed just before our stated meetings were permitted to continue on June 10th. Our stated meetings 

would commence with limited members and proper Covid safety measures for the year's remainder. Being 

informed that football season would not take place in its usual fashion, I now knew that my projected 

budget for the year would need to be reassessed due to a significant lack of income.  

At our July stated meeting, the brethren would, for the first time, get to view the Arch in its final state of 

completion. The response was enthusiastic and positive. The entirety of the project was completed $2,500 

  November 23, 2019 1:35 PM PST Eugene, Oregon (44N03 123W05) 

 

Fundamentals of Astrology Class January 12, 2020 
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under the allotted budget. A motion was made to move forward with the addition of my second goal for 

lodge improvement, the checkerboard floor with a tessellated border. This was seconded and passed. 

Construction plans began.  

In early September news spread through our county that wildfires had sprung up and were rapidly 

spreading. Many Oregon residents lost their homes and were displaced. This offered the Brethren a clear 

opportunity to exercise our passion for masonic charity. I was informed by W.B. Georg Birns that a relief 

group needed a location to provide resources to the wildfire victims. I promptly offered our parking lot and 

property to the organization "Love First" to set up and continue offering donations to those in need. This 

took place from September 13th to the 18th. Due to weather concerns, the organization relocated to an 

indoor location and departed, expressing thanks and gratitude for our assistance. 

During the November stated meeting per discussion and agreeance earlier in the year, I was elected to serve 

a second term as Worshipful Master for the year of 2021; all officers would remain in their respective 

stations and places with the replacement of Bro. Andre Cvitanich as Junior steward. On December 18th the 

checkerboard floor was completed, once again below the projected cost, just before my elected date for the 

installation of officers. Once more, I utilized the heavens' auspicious movements to usher in my second 

term in the east. 

The elected date was December 19, 2020, at 2:50 pm. this taking place at the exact Jupiter/ Saturn 

conjunction at 0 degrees of Aquarius. This being the first alignment of the two planets since January 7, 

1405. this would also begin the new 200 cycles of the two planets conjunctions in air signs, the theme of 

which is significant shifts in the collective consciousness and technology and communication. Per the state 

and grand lodge covid-19 mandates, there were 6 in attendance. This ceremony was unlike the former; it 

was brief and to the point; I issued thanks to the brethren present and reaffirmed that while the world was 

still very much in a state of confusion and tension, Freemasonry shall remain fortuitous and persevere. The 

ceremony was ended, and the lodge closed.  

2020 was not the year in the East I had imagined, nor could anyone have. For the 5 years prior, I had sat in 

the lodge's various seats imagining what this year would be like, the things I would accomplish, and how I 

would make my term unique and memorable. At 

the commencement of my year, in reflection, I sat 

humbled in the realization that as Masons, we all 

are striving to emulate the prestigious characters 

in our ritual, doing our best to conceive of, own 

wondrous and impressive trestle boards. Yet, we 

find ourselves still apprentices. Amidst all of our 

Masonic achievements and studies, longing to one 

day truly become masters of our own temple. We 

see that the trestle board of Deity is forever 

supreme and too great to be seen in our foresight, 

so often its Beauty can only be beheld in 

hindsight.  The Goals of most importance did 

come to fruition; the Beauty and esthetic of our 

lodge were brought to life with the Arch and 

Checkerboard floor's addition. The feeling of 

sitting in the East adorned with Hat, Square, and 

Gavel was worth every day of travel, and indeed 

my year as Worshipful Master was one that 

history shall not forget.” 
    

 

December 19, 2020 2:50 PM PST Eugene, Oregon (44N03 123W05) 
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Joseph G. Gray 

Joseph G. Gray was born in Butler County, Ohio on November 24, 1824. He was the sixth of eleven 

children born to Samuel Gray (1788-1855) and his wife Margaret Richey (1794-1872). “He emigrated to 

Tippecanoe county, Indiana, in 1839, and in 1849 crossed the plains, taking the southern route to 

California, and followed mining and running a saw mill. Returning to Indiana in 1851, he married Mary E. 

Andrew, on November 3, 1852. With her he crossed the plains to Oregon and settled in Mohawk valley, 

Lane county, in October, 1853.  In 1857 he located in Eugene City.  He was appointed United States 

surveyor, and in company with Wm. H. Odell made a survey in Eastern Oregon. “8 Mary Elizabeth, his 

wife, was the daughter of Jesse and granddaughter of John Andrew who served during the Revolutionary 

War as Surgeon in the New Jersey militia. Joseph next engaged in the mercantile trade in Eugene City. The 

1860 census shows that he was a Saddle and Harness maker with $2,500 in Real Estate and $1,000 in 

personal assets. Over the next decade he expanded his operation and was found as a merchant with $4,000 

in Real Estate and $7,000 in personal assets. At that time, he had become part owner of the flouring Mills 

in Eugene. According to Walling, who wrote in 1884 “He was the first president of the city council and has 

been a member of the board for several years.” The first part is incorrect. James B. Underwood was found, 

in contemporary documents and current historical research, as being the first President of the Council 

(Mayor) of Eugene City. Joseph was however, appointed to the city council on September 12, 1870 to 

replace P. G. Lemley, who had resigned. He was elected again on April 1, 1872, and continued in the 

position until 1876. In the meantime, he was elected as County Treasurer in 1874, reelected in 1876 he 

continued to serve as Treasurer until July 1884. He was elected again in 1891 and served two more years. 

 

“Joseph G Gray the well-known pioneer, died in Albany at 6:15 last night, at the home of his son-in-law, 

Frank J Miller. Mr. Gray, accompanied by his wife, went to Albany on a visit the first of last week. Shortly 

after arriving there, Mr. Gray was stricken with pneumonia. The disease made rapid inroads, and the old 

pioneer, who is 75 years of age, did not have the constitution to withstand the assault. Dr. JC Gray, of this 

city, was early notified of the seriousness of his father’s illness and went down two days ago, and with 

Hugh Gray and Mrs. Miller, both of Albany, was with the father to the last. The remains arrived in Eugene 

 
8 Illustrated History of Lane County, Oregon Published by A. G. Walling, 1884 Portland, Oregon 
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on the 2:06 overland today, and were taken to the family residence on 11th and Oak Street, from which 

place the funeral will occur Tuesday afternoon at 2 o’clock… 

Deceased was a member of Eugene Lodge No. 11 A.F.&A.M., R.A.M. No. 10, and the Eastern Star. For 

the last few years Mr. Gray has devoted his time to the fruit industry, having a large orchard north of the 

city. The funeral services will be held at 2 PM tomorrow at the family residence, Reverend R.C. Brooks 

officiating. The burial will occur at the Masonic cemetery, in charge of Eugene Lodge No. 11 A.F.&A.M. 

friends of the family respectfully invited to attend.”9 

 

Masonic History 

Joseph G. Gray was Raised a Master Mason in Indiana. When he came to Oregon, he was a member of 

Perry Lodge #37 in Lafayette, Tippecanoe, Indiana. “Perry Lodge No. 37 was chartered in 1830, then the 

charter was annulled in 1835.   In 1843, the original charter was given 

to a group of Brethren to form the second Perry Lodge No. 37.   This 

Lodge charter was arrested in 1878.”10 It is likely that this was his 

mother Lodge, but direct evidence is lacking. The record in Eugene 

said he was a member of Perry Lodge #9, but as noted above that was 

incorrect. We are also not aware as to when Joseph Gray took the 

degrees of Masonry. We do know that he claimed to be a Mason in 

Perry Lodge by 1853, and that he left that place by the southern route 

in 1849 to the California gold fields. We are also informed that ten 

Lafayette Freemasons were granted a dispensation by the Grand 

Lodge of Indiana to form traveling Sierra Nevada Lodge, and those 

members headed as a group to California. Concerning the journey of 

the members of Sierra Nevada Traveling Lodge we are informed that 

on March 27, 1849, members of Perry Lodge marched to the Wabash 

River to bid bon voyage to the travelers.  The journey took six months, 

first by boat down the Wabash, Ohio and Mississippi Rivers, then by 

land across Texas and Mexico.   The trip across 

the Pacific took 40 – 50 days.   Some of the 

Brethren died of cholera in Texas.   The food and 

water supply ran low on the boat voyage.11  It 

seems very likely that Joseph Gray was among 

those Brethren. His brother-in-law John B. Congle 

was found to have been a part of that expedition 

as well. The Grand Lodge of Indiana was unable 

to find records of Joseph Gray, so we are left to 

wonder if he received his degrees when the Sierra 

Nevada Travelling Lodge initiated several new 

members, or in some other fashion. 

 

Marker erected in 1975 by the Grand Lodge F. & 

A. M of Indiana.  Located next to the Masonic 

Lodge, 522 Columbia Street, Lafayette, Indiana. 

 

 
9 The Eugene Guard, Eugene Oregon Monday November 27, 1899 
10 Researched by Wanda Smith from the Grand Lodge of Indiana Office 1/22/20. 
11 Dwight L. Smith, PGM., Past Grand Secretary wrote a book called “Goodley Heritage” in 1968. Sent by Wanda Smith from 
the Grand Lodge of Indiana Office 1/22/20. 
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Petition for Bro. J.G. Gray for affiliation, formerly a member of Perry Lodge No. 9 Lafayette, Indiana 

A few years after settling in Eugene he petitioned Eugene City Lodge #11 on St. John’s Day December 27, 

1858. He was recommended by Eugene F. Skinner and Avery A. Smith, and a Committee consisting of 

Samuel Hannah, Charles C. Croner and Mahlon H. Harlow was formed to investigate. The report came 

back favorable and he was elected a member by affiliation on January 15, 1859. In 1861 and 1863 he was 

elected Senior Warden of the Lodge and was Master for the first time in 1864. He was Senior Warden 

again in 1865 and then served three years as Treasurer 1867-1869. Elected Junior Warden in 1870, he went 

on to Senior Warden in 1872 and 1874 and then was elected Master again for 1875, 1876 and 1877. In 

1879 he served his fifth and final year as Master of the Lodge, he was not an officer after this. The Lodges 

first Master Lewis Rogers served 3 terms, Avery Smith the 2nd Master served a record number of 6 terms, 

Francis Dunn served 4 and Joseph Gray served 5 terms. Other than the aforementioned, and since 1879, no 

other Master has served more than two years in this Lodge. He was a member of York Rite Eugene Chapter 

#10 R.A.M. chartered in 1874. He petitioned Eugene Chapter on May 19, 1877 and his petition was 

referred to a committee consisting of Comps. Robinson McClure and Lauer. The committee reported 

favorably and he was elected to receive the degrees on June 16, 1877 and was given the degree of Mark 

Master that night. A special Communication was opened on June 30, 1877 and he received the degree of 

Most Excellent Master. On July 21, 1877 he received the degree of the Holy Royal Arch. At the next two 

regular meetings, August 18 and September 15, he sat as acting King, the 2nd highest position in the Lodge. 

On December 27, 1877 he was elected Scribe and installed at Lauer Hall in Eugene. He took an active role 

in the degree work and continued on as Scribe from 1877 to 1881. He served as High Priest in 1895. He did 

not join the Commandery, but was a member of the Eastern Star. 

 

When Brother Gray came to Oregon his parents and at least 7 of his siblings came as well, or followed. 

Joseph’s sister Eleanor (1820-1895) was married to John Burke Congle (1817-1888) in Indiana in 1844. 

Congle went on to become the 16th Grand Master of Oregon 1873-74 and 1874-75. MWB Congle was 

Raised in Perry Lodge in Lafayette Indiana and was one of the Masons who went to California in 1849. 

Joseph’s sister Elizabeth (b. 1835) married David G. Clark in Oregon in 1854. Clark went on to serve as the 

13th Grand Master of Oregon Freemasons 1868-69 and 1869-70. Additionally, Joseph Gray’s daughter 

Sarah (1859-1927) married Franklin John Miller in 1880. He later became the 54th Grand Master of Oregon 

1914-15.  

 

By Michael Robinson Grand Historian Jan. 20, 2020 presented February 12, 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
12 Eugene City Lodge #11 Minutes, Book I page 84 
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WB Ron Cooper 
Ronald Allan Cooper was born on July 26, 1937 in Goldendale, 

Washington. He descends from William and Jane Cooper. Their 

son John Louis Cooper who was born July 17, 1843 in Missouri, 

and died in Silverton, Marion, Oregon on October 3, 1935, at the 

age of 92. He married Rebecca Jane Belshee on January, 26, 1870 

and settled in Benton County, Oregon, where their son Guy Lewis 

Cooper was born on February 24, 1874. Guy moved to 

Goldendale, Washington, where he was a Wheat Farmer. He died 

in Washington of April 10, 1958. Guy and Rebecca had a son 

named Ora Allen Cooper born June 30, 1909 in Spring Creek, 

Klickitat, Washington. Ora married Helen Cox, born Aug 24, 1918 

in Oregon, and they were the parents of WB Ron Cooper. They 

lived in Klickitat, Washington in 1940, where Ora worked as a 

Handyman at a Box Factory. Ron grew up in Klickitat. In High 

School Ron played Basketball, Baseball and was manager of the 

Football Team. He was on the Student Council as a Sophomore and in his Junior year he was listed as 

“Zombie”, whatever that means. He graduated from Klickitat High School in 1955. He joined the U.S. 

Marine Corps and later worked as an Electrician. 

Ron was Initiated an Entered Apprentice on October 22, 1984, 

Passed to Fellow Craft on January 28, 1985 and Raised a Master 

Mason on February 25, 1985 in Emerald Lodge #222, in Eugene. 

He was elected JW in 1987, SW in 1988 and served was 

Worshipful Master in 1989 and 1990. That Lodge merged with 

Wayfaring Lodge #213 to become Wayfaring Emeralds Lodge 

#213 in June of 2005. The Lodge consolidated with McKenzie 

River Lodge #195 on November 3, 2011 making him a member. 

He affiliated as a dual 

member with Eugene 

Lodge #11 on February 9, 

2011. He was a Life 

member of both Lodges. 

He petitioned the Eugene 

Valley Scottish Rite on 

November 20, 1985 and 

received the degrees 4º-

32º on November 30, 1985, He was not active for many years, but 

appears to have bought a life membership in 2009. 

Ron was an active member of Al Kader Shrine and was Past 

President of the Eugene Shrine Club. For many years he was the 

Guardian of the Exit gate for Football. For many years WB Ron 

made gavels for the incoming officers. A large number of gavels were collected and he made the wheel of 

gavels that hang in the Lodge room for several years. 

November 10, 2020 WB Zack Blalack 
Brothers, 
We lost a great man and Mason on Sunday.  Ron Cooper passed at his home. Marilyn and 
family are making arrangements and I will pass those along as soon as I get them.  Ron was a 
proud US Marine and today is the Marine Corps birthday.   He died November 8, 2020 

WB Ron Cooper Master of Emerald Lodge 
No. 222 for 1989 and 1990 



 
Ivan J. Smith 1994 

Family 
Calvin Clay Smith was born May 11, 1858, married Nancy Jane Endsley, had 9 children and died Jan. 27, 

1937. He was buried in the Albert Smith Cemetery in Natural Dam, Crawford, Arkansas. Calvin and Nancy 

were the parents of John Bailey Smith and grandparents of Ivan Smith. John B. Smith and Nellie Maybelle 

Powell were born in Arkansas; John on Jan. 8, 1887 and Nellie on Jan. 27, 1901; they were the parents of 

Ivan. Nellie was 15 when they married on May 27, 1916 in 

Rudy, Crawford Arkansas. Their son Lloyd Eugene was born 

in Rudy, Arkansas on April 28, 1917 and daughter Willa Marie 

in Cove City, Crawford, Arkansas on March 30, 1919. The 

family then moved to Cement, Caddo, Oklahoma, where 

daughter Marjorie Maybelle was born on November 8, 1921. 

They were in Powell Texas when Ivan was born on March 12, 

1924, and then moved back to Oklahoma where Harold was 

born in Blackwell on Dec. 11, 1927. In 1930 John worked as a 

Water Pumper in the Hubbard Oil Field in Carlisle, Kay, 

Oklahoma. They next moved to Rural Johnson County 

Arkansas by 1935 where John returned to Farming; moving to 

Pittsburg, Johnson, Arkansas by 1940. Ivan attended school in 

Oklahoma and Arkansas. In 1942 Ivan was living with his 

brother Lloyd in Apache Caddo, Abilene, Oklahoma and 

working for the Apache Ice Co. He moved to Coburg, Oregon 

by 1943 where he married Georgia Beebe of Eugene, after 

getting their marriage license in June of 1943. Lloyd came to 

Eugene, followed by Ivan about 1943, Harold by 1945 and 

then their parents before 1947. John died in Eugene May 12, 

1966 age 79 and Nellie died on March 18, 1995 age 94. John 

was a Freemason and Nellie a member of Eastern Star and 

both were buried in West Lawn Memorial Park in Eugene. 
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When Ivan turned his attention to Freemasonry in 1945, he was 

working as a Gas Station attendant at the Mobile Station at 11th and 

Olive a couple doors down from Eugene #11 Masonic Lodge at 10th 

and Olive. He came of age 6 months before his Initiation as an Entered 

Apprentice on September 19, 1945. Although his father was a Mason, 

there is no sign that he joined a Lodge in Eugene, but he likely 

attended. Ivan was Passed to Fellowcraft on October 17, 1945 and 

Raised a Master Mason on February 20, 1946. A couple months later 

he joined the Scottish Rite and received the degrees in the Eugene 

Valley, 4º-14º May 9 and the 15º-32º on May 11, 1946 with the Spring 

Reunion class. He attended Lodge for the first couple years, then time 

work and family kept him busy and away from Lodge for many years. 

He worked for a Salt mill near Coburg for a time. Next, he drove a 

truck for Lafferty Grocery for about a year until one day he had a 

500 lbs. wooden keg of syrup on the truck, concerned that it would 

break if he tried to unloaded it himself, he called the office for help. 

He was told that’s your job, so he drove the truck back and quit. After that he went to work in a sawmill, 

working at 3 different mills in the area. In those days he was working hard just to make a living.  

 
His wife saw an ad from the local Chevrolet dealer looking for a painter’s helper. He worked there for a 

couple years until the Painter returned home to Texas. Ivan found his replacement disagreeable and sought 

employment elsewhere. He worked for Kendal motors on the lube rack for about a year, then the manager 

from Jeep, who was a Mason, asked Ivan to come work for him. They had put in a paint and body shop and 

Ivan worked for Jeep for about 3 years. He went to work for Dunham Motors which took over Schultz 

Motors, Cadillac and Oldsmobile, working for Dunham he established himself as a premiere painter in the 

Ivan J. Smith 

Eugene Valley Scottish Rite 

May 11, 1946 



automotive business, he worked that trade for about 25 years at various locations. He worked on 

commission splitting the labor fees 50/50 with Dunum, but after 8 years the split price changed to 60/40, he 

quit went to work as a paint and body man at Pontiac. Pontiac previously did not have a body shop, so he 

came in and did the whole thing. Then his wife saw an ad that the County needed someone.  So, he went to 

work driving Trucks for Lane County in the Road and Highway Department, working 10 ½ years until he 

retired. After he retired in about 1989, Ivan got back into Masonry. He had maintained his memberships 

over all the years, but in about 1990 he jumped in with both feet and made up for lost time.  

 

Music 

“His son David wrote: “Ivan loved music. He was an accomplished guitarist and played lead guitar and 

lead singer in a band in the 1950's. The band was named 'The Western Valley Boys' and they played 

country music throughout the greater Lane County area for several years. Ivan was privileged to play for 

well-known artists like Tex Ritter, the Bonanza TV stars and others when they came to Eugene for special 

events like the Lane County Rodeo as Grand Marshals.” 

 
Western Valley Boys ca. 1953 Lloyd “Grandpappy” Smith left on Bass, Ivan Smith guitar under the 

word cafe, and young Leon Smith center stage. 

The Western Valley Boys group was active from 1947 to 1957. They were the house band at Melody 

Ranch, a country dance hall located at 2272 Roosevelt Boulevard in the Four Corners district northwest of 

Eugene, Oregon. The owner/operator of the dance hall was Lloyd ("Grandpappy") Smith, Ivan’s older 

brother, who also served as the band leader and played the upright bass. Other band members included 

Smith's young son, Leon, Robert Smith, Howard Lane, Gale Cragitt, Ivan Smith, Bob Weltzell, Red Hayes, 

Ralph Wigham, Leon Bell and one female vocalist, Lorane (or Lorraine) Pike. The Lane County History 

Museum’s collection includes the following: 

---One CD with reproduced recordings of Western Valley Boys songs 

---Two laser print photographs: one of the group with members identified and one of a drawing of Melody 

Ranch dance hall 

---One 3-page typed history of the Western Valley Boys group and Melody Ranch, written by Victoria, 

with a few accounts of people who remember the group and the dance hall. 

In the book “Willie Nelson: An Epic Life” 2008, it was recorded that “While Willie was working at KCNC 

in Fort Worth, he sent a demo tape to Grandpappy Smith, the man to see when it came to country and 

western music in Eugene, Oregon.  Grandpappy owned the Melody Ranch Dance Hall and was bandleader 

of the Western Valley Boys, the Melody Ranch house band, and hosted a show on KASH radio. He also 
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had a small recording empire going on, with two record labels, Orbit Sound (for country acts) and 

Willamette Records, and a song publishing company, Myrtle 

Mountain Publishing…Grandpappy liked the demo well enough 

to book Willie at the Melody Ranch in May 1955. 

Grandpappy’s twelve-year-old son, Leon Smith, played lead 

guitar behind him on the dates. Grandpappy liked Willie, but 

not enough to offer a recording contract or more bookings.”  

Ivan’s nephew Leon went on to make a name for himself. Leon 

Smith can be found in the Rockabilly Hall of Fame. His 1959 

hit single, Little 40 Ford, quickly rose to the top of the charts on 

the West Coast and allowed him to make his mark in rock ‘n 

roll history. 

Early in his career he shared the stage with numerous legends 

such as Willie Nelson, Ferlin Husky, Jim Reeves, Marty 

Robbins, George Jones, Rose Maddox, Gene Vincent, Jerry Lee 

Lewis, Duane Eddy, Carl Dobkins Jr., Fats Domino, Little 

Richard, Neil Sedaka, Jimmy Clanton, Larry and Laurie Collins, 

The Fleetwoods, The Sneed Family and The Ventures to name a 

few. 

When Ivan reached his late 80's his son David introduced him to 

Karaoke and Ivan once again fell in love with the spot light. Ivan would entertain Karaoke crowds with his 

country songs as often as he could, sometimes several time a week. Ivan continued to sing until the Covid-

19 pandemic closed all of the local locations. 

Even in his 90’s Ivan still had some good guitar licks in him. While his fingers couldn’t quite keep up with 

his brain, he could still lay down a few riffs and scales and play some good tunes. 

 

Freemasonry 
When Ivan returned to actively attending Lodge in about 1990, he found that Eugene Lodge #11 was 

struggling a little to fill the chairs of the officer’s line. He was concerned for the health of the Lodge and 

over the years brought in a lot of new members. He jumped in to the line as Senior Steward in 1991 and 

advanced to Senior Deacon in 1992. That year he went to Grand Lodge carrying the proxy vote for the 

Junior Warden. On November 1, 1992 he earned his 3-year proficiency card for learning to read the whole 

ritual with a cipher. He renewed it August 7, 1995 and again in 1998, giving him a Lifetime Proficiency 

card. At the time he was one of only 2 members at Eugene (along with WB Bradley) and the only member 

of Creswell Lodge #112 to have proven their knowledge of the Masonic Ritual. He skipped the Junior 

Warden’s Station and advanced to Senior Warden in 1993, and was elected Master of Lodge #11 in 1994. 

He served the Lodge as Marshal from 1996 to 1998 and received the Hiram Award for outstanding service 

on September 9, 1998. He was given his 50-year service Award on February 21, 1996. At this time Ivan 

was conferring the Master Mason degree and was called to help at Creswell Lodge #112, south of Eugene. 

They gave him a petition, but he didn’t fill it out. He liked what he saw and felt it was the closest-knit 

group he’d seen in the fraternity at that time. In about 1997 he returned again to help and they gave him 

another petition and this time he said “what the heck, why not”. They wanted him to jump right to Master, 

but he was not comfortable with that, not yet knowing the workings of that particular Lodge. After further 

entreaties he accepted and was elected to Senior Warden in 1998. He was Master the following year, 1999. 

Creswell Lodge was in financial distress at the time and suffered from low membership and so was 

thinking of merging with Cottage Grove #51.  Oakridge Lodge #205 had consolidated with Creswell on 

April 14, 1997. With them came their assets. He found a good Real Estate Agent and the Oakridge building 

sold for about $100,000, bringing in the need funds.  



Ivan then had a talk with a Marine recruiter, who was interested in Masonry. He invited him to his house 

and while the Marine was filling out his petition, he remarked that his associate at the recruiting office was 

also interested. Ivan went down there and ended up with four signed petitions. This helped raise the 

membership at Creswell and in the end, he said he signed up 14 military sergeants, who joined Masonry in 

different parts of Oregon. Most of them joined Creswell. On one occasion he conferred 5 Master Mason 

degrees in one day, a difficult undertaking for all involved. Over the years he conferred the Master Mason 

degree on 68 Brothers. He could read all of the ritual and knew many parts by memory. On one occasion he 

delivered the Fellowcraft Lecture, by reading it, but it didn’t feel right to him so he never did it again. 

 
Eugene Lodge #11 Master Mason degree January 22, 2014. Left to right: WB Michael D. Robinson 

degree Master 1st Sect. Lecturer, WB Ivan J. Smith degree Steward at 90, Donavon Davidge Lodge 

Master, Steve Karner degree Master 2nd Sect., Jeramya Stephens MM candidate, WB Lloyd Henson 

degree prep. and Jake Shaw Junior Deacon. 

 After being Master of Creswell Ivan did not serve as an elected or appointed officer in the Blue Lodge. His 

attention shifted to Grand Lodge and the appendant bodies of York Rite and Scottish Rite. He received his 

60-year service Award on June 25, 2001 and his 70-year Award on March 8, 2016. He affiliated as a plural 

member of Cottage Grove Lodge #51 on April 4, 2010. As the Lodge Historian, and with the advent of his 

70th year approaching, I had the pleasurer of interviewing Ivan at his home on February 20, 2015. This was 

69 years to the day that he received the Master Mason degree. I didn’t have the heart to tell him at that 

moment that he still had a year to wait. He had joined in 1945, but his Master degree was 1946. I broke it to 

him at the next meeting, but I think he had realized it by that time. Ivan continued to do parts in the degrees 

until about 90 years old. On one occasion a disagreement about direction during a Master Mason degree, 

caused a commotion, and he realized it was time to let the younger members, fill the roles. Ivan was less 

active after 2018. The last time Ivan came to Eugene Lodge #11 was October 17, 2018. As Secretary of 

Eugene Scottish Rite, I had received some donation checks from Ivan, but there was a problem that needed 

his attention, so I stopped in to see him. I informed him that we would be doing a Fellowcraft degree for 

Michael Larson and a FC Proficiency for Chris Wig that night and he should come. And so, he did. Had 

Covid-19 not stopped the World in 2020, I’m sure we would have attempted to bring him back for another 

visit. To share a joke and meet the newer members. 

 

Grand Lodge 
Ivan participated in his first Grand Lodge, in official capacity in 1992 as mentioned. He continued as Lodge 

Senior Warden in 1993 and as Master in 1994. He returned in 1995 again carrying the Junior Wardens 

proxy. He was appointed to the Committees on Arrangements and Examining Visiting Brethren for the 

1995-96 Masonic year. He was on the Committee for Arrangements 2 years, from 1995 to 1997. 

Committee on Examining Visiting Brethren 4 years 1995-1999, Committee on Milage and Expense 1 year 

1996-97. The year 1997-98 was a big one for Ivan. The Grand Master for the year was Max Schumaker 

Past Master and member of Eugene #11. Ivan was appointed Grand Pursuivant 1997-98 and a member of 
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the committee on Credentials 1997-98. During the year he attended the Rededication of Friendship Lodge 

#160 Masonic Building, on October 26, 1997, serving as Pursuivant and Acting Grand Marshal. At the 

1998 Grand Lodge Session on June 4th and 5th in Eugene, Oregon he was singled out by the Grand Master, 

who stated: 

I would like to give a special thank-you to Ivan Smith, Grand Pursuivant. He traveled with me all over this 

state and a couple of other states. Many times, when the meeting was over and it was time to hit the long 

road home, I just handed him the keys, tipped the seat back, and went to sleep. He got us home safe and 

sound and I was rested and able to go to work the next day. That is real dedication. Thank you, Ivan. 

He also received a Special Award from the Grand Master: 

The Grand Master, at this time, presented special awards to Brothers Ivan J. Smith (11), Alex E. Smith 

(221) and Erin Endicott (91) for their service and dedication to the Grand Master and the Grand Lodge of 

Oregon. 

Past Grand Master Lyle Logan of the Information and Education Committee also made special notice of 

Ivan’s help with the Education of his Masonic Brethren: 

The committee would also like to thank Brother Ivan Smith for all the assistance he has given with the 

arrangements through the years. Ivan can be counted on for all the special little things which help make the 

Charges in the Eugene area such a success. 

 

 
October 17, 2018: 1st row (Left to right) Sterling Dailey JD, WB Ivan Smith age 94, Michael Larson 

FC candidate, Ed Duquette Tyler. 2nd row WB Michael D. Robinson degree Master 1st section, Chris 

Wig FC, Terin Mueller JW, Michael Richardson Chaplin, WB Rich Maris Sec., Alex Casper Lodge 

Master, WB Steve Karner degree Master 2nd section. Lance McGraw. 

 

In 1997 Ivan was appointed the Grand Lodge Representative of Texas, and was appointed every year until 

his death in 2020, a total of 23 years. Ivan was appointed Junior Grand Steward and was on the Committee 

for Credentials for 1998-99. On the morning of the second day of the Communication WB Ivan J. Smith 



Worshipful Master of Creswell Lodge #112 called the session to order at 8 A.M. June 4, 1999. Later 

outgoing Grandmaster Surroz presented Lee E. Garvin, Ivan J. Smith and John P. Ridenour with awards of 

appreciation for accompanying him on his travels throughout the state of Oregon. Among those travels Ivan 

stood in as Acting Grand Marshal for the Cornerstone Laying of the Masonic Grand Lodge Office in Forest 

Grove on October 23, 1998 and served in his appointed role as Junior Grand Steward for the Cornerstone 

Laying of the Polk County Jail on May 1, 1999. At the Grand Lodge session in June of 1999, he was 

appointed District Deputy Grand Master for District #20 for 1999-2000, by the Grand Master Aaron 

Harvey. Among other things, as District Deputy he served his appointed role at the Cornerstone Laying at 

the Municipal Building in Warrenton, Oregon on August 19, 1999, the Dedication of Grand Lodge Office 

and Jennings McCall Center on August 22, 1999, and the Plaque Laying ceremony at the Columbia County 

Sheriff’s office on May 12, 2000. After this he did not hold any Grand Lodge office except as 

Representative of Texas, a state where he was born, but never really lived. Ivan came to Grand Lodge after 

that, but only 2 other mentions were found in the record. In 2003 he carried the proxy for the Worshipful 

Master of Creswell Lodge #112, and in 2004 he responded on behalf of the 50-year plus members. 

 

Scottish Rite 

Ivan received the Scottish Rite degrees in the Eugene Valley, 4º-14º May 9 and the 15º-32º on May 11, 

1946 with the Spring Reunion class. He was Commander of Kadosh 30º for 1994-96. Although he was a 

Scottish Rite member much longer, he put more of his energy into the York Rite and its affiliated groups. 

He was a Master Mason and Scottish Rite member for 74. 

 

York Rite 

He was a member of the Eugene York Rite Bodies and rose to the top of each. He joined the York Rite in 

1994, receiving all the degrees that year. Later he became a dual member with Cottage Grove Chapter #41 

Royal Arch Masons. He was High Priest of Chapter #10 R.A.M., Illustrious Master of Hiram Council #7 

R.&S.M. (Cryptic Masons) and Eminent Commander of Ivanhoe 

Commandery #2 Knights Templar for Eugene. He had a falling out 

with the Eugene York Rite. He withdrew from Hiram Council #7 on 

December 20, 2014 and was removed from the other Bodies. 

He was a member of Hodson Council of High Priesthood, Oregon 

Priory #37 Knights of the York Cross, Council of Amaranth, 

Governor of Champoeg York Rite College, Royal Ark Mariners, 

Past Commanders Association, and held honorary memberships in 

several lodges in various states through his service. One of his most 

proud and satisfying achievements was his work through the 

Masonic Eye Foundation. As AERS Representative he helped over 

50 blind adults and children gain sight. 

 

Worshipful Brother Ivan Smith passed away at his home in Eugene 

on December 5, 2020 he was a Master Mason and Scottish Rite 

member for 74 years and died a couple months shy of his 97th 

birthday. 

 

Michael D. Robinson Eugene Lodge #11 Historian, 

Oregon Scottish Rite Historian and Past Grand Historian 

December 24, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WB Mueller gives the Masonic Funeral Service 
for WB Ivan Smith under Covid-19 protocols. 
Tuesday December 29, 2020 at 2 pm. At the 
Musgrove Family Cemetery in Eugene, OR. 
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Special Thanks to Brother Jade Woods. Raised a 

Master Mason on August 31, 2019. He has taken an 

active role in the Lodge and his abilities with a 

camera has provided many of the excellent photos in 

this work.  Also, Brother Andre Cvitanich, he 

affiliated from Liberty Lodge #299 in Santa Clara, 

California on September 11, 2019. His Craftsmanship 

has elevated the aesthetics of the Lodge considerably. 

He also provided several articles which are included 

in the body of this work. 

 

 
WB Alex Casper – Junior Warden 

“The year 2020 has definitely been an interesting and unique year for freemasonry. I started off the year 

having to get back surgery, but the brothers and the lodge were always there for me. There has always been 

a special connection between the brothers in the craft that you just can't find anywhere else. Once 

everything got shut down, I was afraid a lot of the drive for the brothers would dwindle, but I was very 

wrong. Summer was a rough time for a lot of people in Oregon with all of the fires, but the brothers of my 

lodge stood up and did everything we could do for the community that had lost so many homes. I was so 

proud that we were able to have the fire relief station on our property. Even with so much smoke and hard 

visibility in the air, all of my brothers stood together to help out those who had lost so much. 

Watching the brothers working outside all day in that smoke still inspires me today. It has shown me no 

matter how hard things get in this world Freemasonry will always be the light shining through the smoke. I 

have and will always be so proud of my lodge and what we do to help our community. The brothers in it, 




